OUR SPACE IN TIME

The Editorial
Time flies when you’re having fun. Time flies even faster when you’re making a yearbook.
What you’re about to flip through are the pages of the Eucy of 2011. This is more than just
a bunch of colored pages to us. What you will see in the contents of these pages is the result
of months of editing, taking photographs, organizing, and late nights of staring at the
computer screen for hours on end…
We are truly thankful to all the staff that helped us create this final product, and has
supported and guided us; Mr. Hutton, Mr. Gosh and Mr. Billy. Thank you, for pointing us
in the right direction, whenever we wandered into the tempting arms of procrastination.
We know that any yearbook can’t be perfect. But we have tried our best to create
something memorable and worthwhile. Don’t hate, appreciate.
(Photo Credits: Hadden and Eucy Photographers)
							-Varun Nayar (Editor)
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I welcome the chance to write something for our Eucy - a record in words and pictures of
life at KIS. The Eucy records the groups and individuals which make up the culture and
character of our school. I wish all the members of our community every success in the
future and in particular I wish the class of 2011 a bright, happy and successful future.
I hope that you will treasure the memory of your time at KIS.
We are a school that has much strength. The fact that we are a relatively small school
means that almost all the students are known by almost all staff. This makes it easy to
encourage and develop a sense of belonging, a sense of family and that is something which
is very important to us. We have small classes and we think the individual attention is
important and we go out of our way, not only to encourage, work with and help those who
need extra help, but also to extend students. I think our students enjoy numerous
advantages at KIS, but perhaps more important than any is the support they receive from
staff, parents and friends of the school. Thank you to all who have contributed to our
students’ achievements and successes this year.
Regards,
Adrian Moody
Principal

Retirements
Staff retired from service at KIS
Aruna Rajkumar 14 years service
R. Theresammal 30 years service
S. Savariyar

14 years service

E. Natesan

14 years service

A Special Mention...
Mr. T. Jesudass served Kodaikanal
International School as a watchman from
1981 to 2009. Over these marvelous 28
years Mr. Jesudass always greeted
everyone with his wide and welcoming
smile. He will be truly missed by the
entire KIS community, and his services
to the school is greatly appreciated.

DEPARTMENTS

SMT

Sam Balachander
Kaisar Dopaishi
Raja Krishnamoorthy
Adrian Moody
Ganga Christus

ELT
Janice VanHaltren
Charmaine Jesudoss
Graham Lambert
Barbara Block
Shanthi Vedanayakam
Kaisar Dopaishi

Administrative Secretaries

Preeti Ravindran
Karine Cleur
Anita Roy

Finance
Gerald
Maria VA Selveraj
Gilson Anthony
llavalagu
P. Paulraj
J. Victor Paul
R. Panner
Godwin Manuel

Careers

Christine Fernandes
Anuradha Vedhmurthy
Revathi Rajan

Counselling

Sam
Luy

Dispensary

Mary Praveena,
S. Esther Rani
Shantha Raghunathan
Selvarani Arockia
P. Sumathy,
Indira Rani

Ruth Baweja,
Jayanthi Chandrasekaran,
Mary Cornelius
John Devadoss
Reginald Edward
Patrick Hart
Fatima Jackson,
Anna Jaikumar
Indra Jayaprakash
Shamala Joseph
Kevin McLeod
Joshua Narayanan
Esther Paul
Ivy Roshan
Jane Samuel
SujataTandon
Rajan Thomas.
Saji Varghese

Dormparents

Drivers

Security

Food Service

Stock Room

M. Krishnamoorthy
M. Raja
Benjamin Felix

Maintenance

Library

Thomas Anthony
AP Kumaran
A. Sahayam
Anna Kagedal

Travel Office

S. Xavier
JP Jayaprakash
Isaac Selwyn
JM Pushparaj

S. Alphonse
Antonyraj Peter

Telephone operators

Human Resources
Priscilla Selvakumari
Aruna Rajkumar

Sonny Deenadayalan

Judy Redder
Alika Khosla
Suvidha Sadasivan
Ramesh Hariharan

KIS Community Office

Information Systems

Kumar Veerakumar
Selvi Britto
Rudy Wuthrich
Benhur P..S

Elementary School

Suchitra Chettri
Praveen Ingilela
Jessica Johnson
Pearlin Joseph
Radhika Sagar
Benjie Llorente
Nandini Venkatesan
Janice VanHaltern
Maushumi Biswas
MaryEdward
Youngju Lee

Charmaine Jesudoss
Stephen Smoot
Raja Sen
Marsha Joshi
Christine Mcleod
Pushpa Lawrence
Anita Solomon
Janice VanHaltren
Sudeep Ghosh

English Department

FINE AND PRACTICAL ARTS

(FAPA)

Barbra Block
Sandra Shand
Anita Solomon
Youngju Lee
Ellen Walter

Health

Elly Oenema
Sandya Paul

Mathematics Department

Shubhankar Roy
Ronnie Biswas
Santhosh Punnoose
Smitha Kumar
Akila Rajagopalan
Joice Selvaraj
John Paulraj

Science Department

David Arul Raj
Peter Regulagadda
Anuranjan Shand
Sudipta Roy
Priya Vednayagam
Sandhya Paul
Mini Cherian
Rebecca Devadoss
Jaydip Chaudhari

Music Department

Marcia Adatto
Mala Bharathan
Ladeisha Bhide
Paul Chandran
Pratap Chettri
Prashant John
Melissa Kessler
Benjie Llorente
Erna Llorente
Benn Lombard
Prasun Lomjail
John Mathias
Tathhagata Mukherjee
Lisa Stewart

Cathrine Butler
Raja Krishnamoorthy
Brian Johnson
Jessica Johnson
Noel Jackson

Religious Education

Social Experience

Brian Plymale
Brian Johnson
Vince Hutton
George Vargeese
Geesche Decker
Sebastian Ebnet

Sither
Marvin Ambrose
Beth Dagitses
Praveen Ingilela
Vasant Sarkar
ShivashankariPurshothaman

Physical Education

Second language

Isabel Fernandez
Shobhita Kapila
Su Kang Lee
Gaspard Morlaes
T. Selvi
Pramod Trivedi
Sonam Yeshey
Ruth Alexander
Sunita Ghosh

Social studies
Kaisar Dopaishi
Monica Johncy
Christine Mcleod
Sudeep Ghosh
Will Taylor
Sinha Babu
Mousumi Babu
Marsha Joshi
Shanthi Vedanayakam

KP Ramesh
P. Latha

TOK and IB

Raja Sen
Sudeep Ghosh
Gaspard Morlaes
Soumen Sinha Babu
Shanti Vedanayakam
Revathi Rajan

Admissions

Rani David
Shekinah Truman

Learning Support

Sheela Thomas
SushmanSen
Rathi Gopinath
Joice Selvaraj

Secretaries

Gerald		

Sabapathy		

Vasuki		

Revathi

Danalakshmi

STUDENT GROUPS

NHS

Youthrise

Cyril, Vashti,
Karishma, Harsh, Anushka, Sirjana, Moksha, Trpta, Mayin, Richa, Angshu, Jin Sol,
Sophiyaa, Amul, Ankita, Mr. Biswas, DongGyu,
Fiona, Esha, Hae Ju, Stephen, Andry, Pratichi,
Menda, Jessica, Tiffany, Aparna, Min-Gyu, Charles,
Rinzova, Oona

President : MAYIN GUPTA
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Rezwan, Jamsel, Ravi, Hansol, Dugyel, See-Young, Tarini, Iti,
Wenona, Shonali, Kunsang, Andie, Aparna, Sonya, Reva.
Mr. Sither, Mr Sarkar and Mrs Beth.

HaeJU, Reva, Leeseul, Alekh, Nathan, Godwin, Varun,
Chanita, Chatchanida, Sophiyaa, Trpta, Faraz, Jazba, Jessica

STUDCO

Jai Viknesh B, Benjamin S, Mudra K,Binil J, Raj N, Anshuman L, Ankush D,
Oona Y, Aranka H, Varun N, Amulya G, Sophiyaa N, Angshu N, Noor D, Mahi
C, Zuki T, Nihar S, Adtiya V, Vrusti K, Syed H, Mayin G, Ankita H. Shreyansh J,
Iti M, Mirei S, Min-Gyu L, Antonia N, Rushad K, Nishita A, Devraj R, Karishma
D, Vinay R Menda D, Zenden D, Ritsen G

MIDCO

Arthur, Jibrael,
Rahel, Shearee,
Jonathan, Arnon,
Vallarika, Pooja

MUSIC

Sampras.S, Hae
Ju, Jose.S, Minho,
Ms. Kessler, Min
Jun, Davin, Pranay,
Mikhail, Parima,
Ming-gyu, Sirjana,
Shreyansh, Nitin,
Faraz, Cyril, Aparn,
Chechong, Samuel,
Jessica, Rinzova,
Dong-gyu, Ketsa,
Ankita, Yongwook,
Amul

Prashant, Min Jun, Eunchong, Charles, Yohaan,
Mr.Benji, Mr.Chettri,
Caroline, SinwooTu
shar, Aaron, Mr. Prasun,
Abrham, Iti, Nathan,
Noor, Niina, Tenzing,
Arudra, Tryansha, JiYeon,
SeoYoon, Abigail, Bonny,
Joshua, Eunteak, Yash.M,
Wenona

SPORTS

Ultimate Frisbee (FLY-BABA)
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BASKETBALL
(GIRLS)

Ms Beth, Meghna, Taslina, Nikki, Simone, Antonia, Mirei, Andie, Ananyah, Samridhi, Ketsa, Vrushti

Anand Rajkumar
Sonya
Menda
Rintso
Aparna
Sneha
Mythili
Jazba
Aneesha
Lezume
Akanksha
Bhagya
Anchal

THE FOOTBALL A-TEAM
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11th Grade Football Team

Priv Football Team

Arjun. B, JongWook, Jinsol, Yongtak, Joshua, Heesung, Seonglo,
Vivek, Chris, Amir, DongIn
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GIRLS FOOTBALL TEAM

THE CRICKET TEAM

t, Tanay, Karam, Mr. Praveen,
Sparsh, Pranay, Ravi, Joash, Jason, Sushan
eed
Dhruv, Advait, Mudra, Raj, Alan, Shrey, Ath

Track and Field
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Activities

Activities

SOEX

Republic Day and
Independence Day

Formal

Field Trips

Camp

Hikes

Weekend Activities

DRAMA

FIELD DAY

Dorms

DAY SCHOLARS
Jessica, Samuel, Alan, Roopa, Shreya, Abhishek, Blessing, Bringhtson, Vivek, Rishab, Jai
Viknesh, Hannah, Triyansha, Jessica, Joshua, Cyril, Caroline, Joash, Vashti, Johnathan, Nadia,
Mikhail, Anup, Shreya, Akil, Irfana, Joshua, Dina, Samuel, Shubham, Praba, Kares, Kelita,
Ketsa,Gabriel, Isaac, Sophia, Aron, Aashika Ann, Mammen, Mathew, Rohaan, Rohan,
Karishma, Vera, Prashant, Akeela, Arshiya, Abhishek, Anand, Rahul, Alethia, Eo Jin,
Chechong, Zarah, Aydin, Jacob, Joeseph, Renee, Zak, Ephriam, Bethany, Hadiyah, Arthur,
Advait, Malavika, Jaideep, Jerusha, Taslina, Antonia, Harnishya, Paranthaga, Priyadarshini,
Persis, Jane, Nathan, Deki, Jemima, Sophia. Nini. Wytze, Tanya, Josey, Shreyan, Soumyadeep,
Maya, Prashant, Jose, Sampras, Aadit, Anushka, Surbhi, Dhruv, Siddharth, Arhsaan, Archit,
Ayaneel, Hannah, Benjamin, Joshua, Darryl, Kevin, Elijah, Tiffany, Meghna, Aaishah, Atheed,
Ashish, Pravar, Abraham, Anna, Yohaan, Arjun, Pooja, SivaRanjini, Neha, Sruti, Sime,
Sunakshi, Suparta, Dominik, Hannah, Jakob, Micah.

When the rest of you complain about the food, we really don’t
understand what you are talking about?
Getting yelled at by your parents really makes up for all the other
perks.
Giving in your cell phone and laptop? Never heard of that.
Weekend trip to Coimbatore? Why not.
Late night football match? No Questions Asked.
Sign in on weekends. Say what?
House-Pounded? Seriously?
We enjoy the best of both worlds, being at home then coming to a
boarding school environment. Enjoying sleepovers in the dorms, just
so we aren’t left out of the loop. Enjoying a car ride to school and
being able to say “Facebook isn’t blocked at home”. Yes, we are
considered as locals. This is our home.

LOCH END

As you approach Lochend through the picturesque garden with the sun glistening off the grass, you’re greeted warmly by our gigantic dorm
parent, Mr. Thomas. You open the door and enter the social room, and you notice Hrishikesh playing Icy Tower on the dorm computer, his
usual practice, you also see Vora, Nihar, Devraj and Adheip in mutual disgust as they watch Chelsea play on the TV. Then you go to the next
room, the TT room, you see Bhanja playing with TT with, um... himself! You’re then pulled to the kitchen by the scent of foreign noodles being
cooked, you go on to see Min Jun who literally cannot stop eating, and Davin and Best cooking. You’re then distracted by a very loud, and very
unique voice, it is the voice of no other but Mr. Sparsh, he profusely talks through his cell phone but nobody knows what he’s saying. You then
proceed upstairs, you hear loud music coming out of a room, and then you see Sai, Stephen and SriRam working out, with a mini gym set up in
their room. You also see Krunal watching them, thinking to himself, ‘one day.’ You then hear a fine tune coming from the senior wing, and you
enter Varun’s room, and you see Varun and Tanveer playing the guitar; It’s Business time! A contrast of music then hits you, as the latest and
greatest techno music comes blasting out of AP’s room, we observe him in awe as he magically controls his laptop with his iTouch. You’re then
interrupted by Vinay, who reminds you to keep the dorm clean and throw away litter, anything for Mr. Youthrise. You then want some quiet
and find it in Neil’s room, as Dong-Gyu and Neil are studying chemistry, the life of a full IB student. You get bored... fast. You continue walking
down the corridor and see Kenji chasing Doogie with a lightsaber, followed by Singye, Alekh, and Faraz. You then go to the bathroom, Amar
is hogging the hot water and you see Param break dancing as there’s no other practice place for him... poor guy. You walk back through these
corridors semester after semester, remembering the ridiculous antics of the retards that inhabit this ‘home’ of yours. As you leave the same door
you came in from, you take one last look, back at the dorm that has held so many amazing memories for about 28 boys. You turn back around
as the memories held within a single building make you smile.Poker Face. Dong Lee. Jaya Thang. The crazy things we do when the lights go out.
Mr. Thomas’s Lasagna. The ghost of Yash Gupta. Mysterious red floors. And Sparsh…. It’s true what they say…
“Ain’t no party like a Lochend party, cuz’ a Lochend party don’t stop”

PENRYN

Penryn is a Cornish word meaning ‘headland’ that may refer to Penryn,
Cornwall, United Kingdom, a town of about 7000 on the River Penryn.
It also refers to the land that used to belong to the head (Mr.B). Located
below the Loch, it was a cheerful place until the sinister ghost sightings
in the Loch disturbed the residents, adding unneeded pandemonium
and the call for Rajnikanth (JM) and King John of Oakland to come and
save us. The problem was approached, ‘inverted’ and destroyed by the
duo, and the place is cheerful again.

BARTLETT WEST

Mr. Kevin’s piercing whistle and merciless flicking of the light switch kickstarts yet another day in Bartlett West. The 10th and
11th graders run around half-nude shotgunning showers left, right and center while our seniors snooze. The “crazy music,
crazy people”…..and the “PUPPIES!!” is what makes West the Best. Whether we are crowded around the TT table to witness
another epic battle between Vasu and Rhys, or whether we are all chilling in social room listening to another of Kevin’s
adventurous exploits as a young adult, we are loving every minute of our Westlife. The 27 of us (this count includes Kevin,
Gus, and the latest addition to the West family – Jiji) make West: Sai’s life is limited around his guitar, computer, basketball,
and Frisbee. Talib Football skills in-demand. Abhilash’s Dairy products including dood, ghee, butter, etc etc propel him to
new heights. Unstoppable beast-like energy. Sure to break some kind of record soon. Rhys and his BIG ‘friend’ are inseparable
most of the evenings. Akash does not believe in cinema theatres he believes in laptop movies. Dhruv learning how to become
a man, dorm-pounds himself, and is a ticker tape when it comes to sport updates. Sushant a.k.a. susu has a bed yet sleeps on
the floor. Nahush cooks it Sai cleans it. Rajikumar desperately wants to be a Bollywood star. Kadam and his girls: OOOOFFFF
Stud Macha. Vrutant is too Gujju for his own good. “Yeshey Palzome…This one’s dedicated to you!” HeeSung Buff! Vishal: We
are gonna have some CRAZY lights, some CRAZY music, some CRAZY people….and ….. PUPPIES!!! (British accent) Nakul.
When Nakul is violent, Sai is silent. Narain - first canteen worst canteen. Karam is always looking for an excuse to go home.
Diveakssh – Hey can I have your clothes? Bonny always cooks in dorm “chef wannabe”.
Living life to the fullest, always dressing the bestest.

CRESCENT PARK

Crescent Park dorm is our home where we live united and treat each other like our own family members no
matter what nationality, race or age we may be. Mr. Joshua and his wife have the responsibility to take care of
six 8th graders and twenty three 9th graders (totally 29 students) along with their own children Jaideep and
Jerusha. In this dorm 9th graders treat 8th graders like their younger brothers; they help them in anything
required in studies, school, sports, dorm and various other activities. After school it is fun in the dorm. We
have a basketball court, a table tennis table, a small field to play soccer, a badminton court and a small cricket
pitch. So you can imagine how awesome it is. Weekend has a life of its own, as we can go to our dorm mate’s
room for sleepover. Mr Joshua always thinks positive about this dorm; he plays soccer and table tennis with
us. He encourages us to do the right thing at the right time and to do our best in whatever we do. Sometimes
he might be very strict, but at the same time he is very supportive, and a very punctual man. He is very particular about timings and KIS policies but he is still loved by all his boys. Many 9th graders would love to
continue at Crescent Park but its an 8th and 9th grade dorm, thus we have to move on. THIS IS OUR HOME
AT “KODAIKANAL INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL”. OUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME!!!

SWEDISH HOUSE (UPPER)

Steen, Samuel, Kevin, Vincent, Quomel, Salman,
Joshua, Eunchong, Ashmank, Amin,
Min Hyeok, Johnathan, Longsen, Vaibhav,
Shyam, Jedediah, Sanmarkan, Arnon, Samarth,
Adhrit, Nischaya, Rahul, Aashrayae, Ojash, Suraan.

SWEDISH HOUSE (LOWER)

My dorm, Swedish House, is the dorm for me. Why? If you’d ask me,
well I got a lot of things I like about this place. One of the best things
are the vacant spaces. There is a lot of space here, which makes
everything calm…not raging. Living there for three semesters, I might
as well know it as home. But the best thing about it is that you know
you’re safe. You got a dorm parent, a watchman, a big, thick building,
and especially the friends. The friends that could never leave you in
harm.

MAYVILLA

Umaid, Tanay, Min Jun, Varun, Chris, Chung
Won, Dong In, Apoorv, John, In Jung,
Viraj, Godwin, CHangwon, Rohan,
Alexander, Rinngheta, Surya, Jamie, Joy.

BRUTON

Bruton has been my home for the best part of three years now and the memories I have of
it could run into pages. Since I do not have that liberty I can only write about the few things
that make this dorm the special place it is. Situated far away from school it is secluded from
the rest of campus allowing us to have a society of our own. We have formed a wonderful
bond between each other and have created an environment as close to home as possible.
Our dorm parent makes what we all think is the best food in Kodaikanal and pays as much
attention to us as a mother would. To begin with our seniors, right from my first year here
in the ninth grade Bruton has been the one high school dorm where the bond between
freshmen and seniors is not one of fear but of friendship. It is a place where we learn to live
with and care for one another as a family would and be there for each other when we need
to. Bruton is a place that, long after we have graduated, will still be home.

BARTLETT EAST

Ashish, Prateek, Fahd, Yoo Soo, Yongtak, Arko,
Narsingh, Yoesar, Zain, Rezwan, Shahroze,
Han Gil, Yeswanth, Sayed, Nabeel, Yongwook,
Tushar, Jeonyeop, Seong Lo, Julian, Peter, Jin Hoon,
Govinda, Tejas, Shagun.

CLAVERACK
A walk through Clavarack... You are welcomed by wild
life… UNO licking/smelling you, IDLY barking and the
occasional brood of bison. You enter the dorm and see
the liveliest white board in Kodaikanal. Orhan skyping
with half the school population…you know what that
means!Shariekh is transfixed on everyone’s food filled
trunks making daily resolutions to bath. Shreedharan is
the dorm’s quiet kid always calm and reflective. Param
break dancing in front of the social room mirror at 6 in
the morning. Raj sitting in his corner looking pensive …
probably thinking of how to overcome his previous best.
Mudra enacting some Bollywood scene. Jason always busy
with a Bio or Chem lab.Kim intoxicating the dorm with
the smell of awesome Korean food…noodles and some
weird fish. Valentino can be seen working his abs
Abraham lovingly called “Chandy” addicted to FIFA an
Prototype.Chris, the dorm TT champ working on improving his already amazing awesome skills.Abhimanyu
concentrating on getting himself ready for the best scores,
both ways :P. Pranabh, the inquisitive, basically roams
round the dorm laughing at anything and everything.
Matthew is busy learning to dance to the song ‘MAAHI
VE’. Atmeek is “supposedly” calling his mom?!! :P.Krishna
is still doing push ups with that one mantra on his mind.
Ngawang is on a “getting stronger” mission… successfully
punching and rupturing the punching bag!! Anshuman
still remains married to his laptop and ipod!!We also want
to acknowledge all those who were part of the Clavarack
family…Vijay who is still in search of a cycle to escape and
get some “junk” food Kevin’s “Macha Awwww” that still
rings in the dorm. Akash’s LOUD conversations with his
grandparents in Gujju Nihal watching movies and laughing at the jokes cracked in the dorm. Aniruddha sharpening his basketball skills by watching basketball videos
Aman listening to classic rock and playing his bass guitar.
Hrishikesh still trying to find the meaning of life.
Arjun in the kitchen making some awesome Goan curry..
aayyyy….for himself. And now, to the one cause she’s
never never down. She plays a hard game, in sun and the
rain, in laughter and pain, she’s always the same.
The one and only Miss Mary (MC).

SHERWOOD

The most welcoming dorm ever with the ‘awesomest’ residents. Sherwoodians, that’s us !
Our beloved Mrs C’s “wake up”, Ridi’s music, Trpta’s “Hot wind” and “Uppalapati”, Swati’s jokes, Anya’s talks
and inputs, Tarini’s stylish dressing, Karteeka sleeping at 10, Mun and Soohyun’s non-stop talks, Yamini’s
piercings , Seldron messing with Mrs.C, Arshia’s STUDCO announcements, Kimkim’s bathroom singing,
Merei’s quietness, Tanvi’s smile, Yeseswi’s hair styles, Yeshey P’s generous nature, Aneesha’s uncontrollable
laughter, Angel’s Amsa tea and modulated ghost voice, Esha’s funny expressions and Yeshey T’s help in
dorm!
The memories at Sherwood would continue to form, but an insight to some of our wonderful times
together is here:
The snack time in the kitchen, with people laughing like crazy; the dorm meetings and the fight for the
fire place; the dorm canteen, Halloween; table tennis; the horror movies making us think that Sherwood is
haunted!; the stylish dressing; the moment of truth! Etc.
Sherwood is OUR common beautiful home. We’re happy and we’re together. YAY!! : P

SOLVIK

We open the mermaid painted doors into Solvik. As we pass our pampered gardens and flower pots, we wave at Ms. Ruth as she
changes the channel from NDTV to Koffee with Karan. We walk on the concrete floor opposite the Social Room windows from
where we hear the cricket match playing religiously. We make our first stop at Priyanka and Aditi’s room where we can hear Aditi
on her cell and Priyanka chatting on the dorm phone outside. From there we move on to the first softie room: Sophiyaa (Varun’s
sister), Andy (vaulting queen), and Sanjana (the tallest girl in the dorm). We follow the 2 flights of stairs, along the walls filled
with paintings of all the Solvik past artists, to reach the first floor. We take a right and move to Jazba and Lubna’s room. Lubna’s
not in her room (explains the cricket downstairs) and Jazba turns to say “popacow” (her version of hello). We knock on their
neighbors’ room where Pallavi is creating her next Monet Masterpiece of Alysha who poses in her special princess gown :). We
say hi as we pass by Sami (straight haired one) and Nami (curly-headed one) as they walk to the showers with their DJ Shower
kit. We walk by the second 10th grade room, the only 4 roomer in the dorm, where Tamara, the midfielder, Meghna, the goalie,
and Sam, the cheerleader, all sit, buried in their laptops, missing the sunshine of their room, Kirsten. Across the stairs, we hear
a mixture of Sang’s soft opera voice and Rinte’s attempt on covering it up with movies. We close the door and turn, only to see
Noor’s locked door; she must have left for school 2 hours ago. We pass by Moksha’s room to see her envious, brightly filled,
artistic walls. Moving on to Tanvi, we hear her deep breathing while she sleeps away to glory under her Pink Floyd and
Greenday posters. We see the dim light in Pratichi’s room, but then again, it never goes off. Walking to the 4-year contract
roommates’ room, Shweta slurps her cup noodles while watching the first season of Gossip Girl for the 50th time and Jean chats
while trying to beat her high score on 8-ball. We now enter the last room of the dorm, where Divija sits buried in her blanket,
chatting on Skype, munching on rice and chicken curry, and Naina...wait...she was in the previous room, of course.

WESTOVER

Westover dorm is a dorm where all the girls are one big family. Mrs. Samuel Jane is our awesome dorm
parent, to us she is like a second mom, whom we can share everything with. She goes through such pain in
the morning trying to get us beauties out of the dorm, but who knows how well that works. All the girls go
crazy when we have dorm bonding because the tables are one step away from breaking and the music is so
loud you can hear it from dining hall. We have Rosita who is the youngest member of our family, and then
Urvy, Maya, Pomany and that crazy Kiko. Fond and Fill are our dorm twins who happen to know every
Hindi song ever made and Nim and Poo are the cutest sisters ever. Karki and C are always cooking, as Tara,
Tanya, and Brownie are singing away. Valla and Chavdi are obsessing over anything PINK and Simran Rahel
and lion are all straightening their hair. Bai is always applying eyeliner (even while waiting for dhobi) with
Karina and Nadia as they are all glued to their annual Hindi serials, as grace is playing basketball while prim
is skyping. All this time Pahwa is sleeping away also, We all try not to give Ms. Indri a difficult time for she
is the sweetest dorm relief we could ever have. We all eagerly wait for our dorm snack for it is so delicious
thanks to Mr. Sam, but if we are not good Mrs. Jane will give us FRUITS! To end it all we are one big HAPPY
FAMILY. :D

WISSY

First of all dorm wouldn’t be dorm without Mrs. Tandon – our chef, drill sergeant, and mother! A morning can never go right
if Mrs. Tandon is not the first face we see as we wake up. Her “time to wake up girls” has replaced the alarm clock for most of
us, while her magic hands make the best food ever. The first person that comes to mind at the word “Wissy” is our beloved Mrs.
Tandon.
There is never an evening here without lots of laughter. We have the quiet girls, the jocks, the drama kids, and kids with their
noses to the academic grindstone. But we also have a lot of fun. Our new girls have colored our dorm. Aditi, Prity and Utpala
are our resident artists. We have bubbly Sanjana the incredible dancer and Nikki’s room is the place to be – purple and pink with
posters of Green Day and the Beatles. Shanzeh next door makes us go “Awwww!” with her adorable nature every time we see
her. Mahon and Helena are up and jogging, usually around the time Sneha falls asleep. Astha and Neelashi keep to themselves,
but are everyone’s favorites when they join the rest of us. We have a happy bunch in Rhea, Annika, Varsha and… Rhea AGAIN!
Together, we’re always laughing, or sharing a secret smile when we don’t want the ‘adult’ to know! And then we have our geniuses,
Anushri, Oona and Ahilya!
Andry’s Tamil gives Wissy a rhythm, and Aparna is ‘our ultimate all–rounder’, Mani is dependable and Anushka with her lovely
smile is only a few doors away! Kunsang is quiet until she laughs …and how!
Of course, Wissy could not be Wissy without our Ms. Esmie- with shouts of “Fruit and Milk Dears!”
Whether a week night or a weekend, there’s always the exuberant laughter of the girls in dorm, with Bhagya in the lead, livening
things up!
Tucked away in our little corner of the school, facing the lake, we at Wissy are one of the happiest families of KIS. Away from the
multitude, Wissy is a beautiful world of its own.

UPPER BOYER

As we walk in, We meet Sarah with a grin.
And Ishita who is very good in studies,
Living in a room opposite Jiyeon and
Meghna,
Who happen to be great buddies!
Ankita, the soft spoken darling.
And HaeJu our very own starling.
Angshu’s the wisest of us all.
Anchal, the artist with a great hand for
basketball.
Then comes Mayin, the president of
Youthrise.
Followed by Sadichchha, who has many
allies.
Piya loves her music, and dances to it
whenever she feels it.

Chhimi, the one who always keeps her
cool.
Along with Po, our very own Thai jewel.
But wait, there’s Namon, who always has a
smile on her face.
And Iti, our all time sports ace.
Yamini, she is one of a kind.
And then Miss Ivy, a mother who is truly
divine.
And finally, Kimi, Zuki and Mahi,
Those 3 truly believe they know how to
make funnies.
This is Upper Boyer,
And we, the children of Miss Scary Lady
Boyer!

KENNEDY

Sleeping on the hammock in the late afternoon, talking in it late at night. Early morning baths in locker room.
Gossiping windows and walls. The home of the squirrat (half squirrel, half rat). Mrs. JP’s awesome caramel squares
along with her awesome cooking. Climbing roofs. Ms Esmie says these dorm girls are sooooo much better than
Wissy and Solvik girls. Yes, I am talking about KENNEDY DORM! Let me introduce you to each person who makes
it the best in the world. Okay not the world but Kodi. Fiona = “Sorry for the burnt pancakes… muah… muah…
muah” Claudia = “Here comes another one just like the other ones” (Boyfriends) Krithika = “I’m going to sleep at 5:30
pm. Wake me up at 12:30 am. I need to study” Lezume = “Jejus” Menda = “Abu very much Bomb” Lakshmi = “Anyone
need a bathroom buddy? Call me!” Angelica = “Onions! Extra onions! God I need more onions!”
Karishma = “I need to blow-dry myself ” Reva = “Chipotle! Chipotle! Sushi! Chipotle! Chipotle! ... CHIPOTLE!”
Rintso = “AmaDon” Khandu = Tring! Tring! “Hello! Blah Blah Blah … (24/7)” “Break dance” Bo Hye = “I have
nothing to wear! Aaaaaaaaah!!!” Zenden = “I am not gonna eat dinner. Well from tomorrow on” Mythili = “Sonya! I
need more sugar in my Maggi. It is not sweet enough” Richa = “Sleeping Zombie Woman” Nilani = “zzzzzzzzzzzzzz.
(In her sleep) Now how do you feel?” Shonali = “D’Lima! I think I did something stupid again!” Leeseul = Munch…
munch…munch… (5 hours later)…munch…munch…munch” Sonya = “Rat flew over my head!” Jee Hyun = “You
stupid PARKKOOTY!” Aranka = “I’m so late for breakfast its already 5 (am)
Sirjana = “Dancing Queen, young and sweet, in the shower, you know what I mean!” Pawanda = “Roooooooooomiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii! What should I dooooooooooo?” Meghna = “Yay!!! RED BULL!!!”

PHELPS

*Knock* “Time to get up!” “Aah Miss Jo, what time is it?!” “6:45! WAKE UP!” *head hits pillow again*:D Phelps. Our little family,
living together in our cosy home :) Or madhouse?! Ananyah: Oh.My.God. YOU’LL NEVER GUESS WHAT HAPPEN
NED EEEEEEE Divya: Well. I’m pretty sure you can’t keep it to yourself, so spill. Sanaya: Dude I’m just doing time pass man!
I WAS FINDING YOU! Manjari: Arghh! Ananiii, I was talking to THAT PERSON… and now the internet is not working !
Daksha: Hahahahahhahahahaha aww! Ananyah, it’s gonna be okayyy…What happened, btw? Sin Woo: Oooh you guys! HAH
A! I tried wearing skinny jeans…so weird man! Karuna:Hahahah tee heeee. *awkward silence* Okay I’m gonna go. Dhanishta:
(Chatting away on phone) nahi..aur aise hua…Raashi: You guyzzzzz….plzzz sign up for the dorm treaaattt! Yeshey: You guys…
do any of you know the Physics homework? Math homework? ANY HOMEWORK? Yoojin: SANAYAAA ! I’m so tired hahahaha. Lisa: DISCO POGOO…Did I tell you guys I’m in love with Joseph Vincent? Tepootu: Ananyah? did you do French? No?
Okay then I’m not doing it either. JaeEun: Ohh, Korean food! Lydia: *oblivious of the world around her, listening to her mp3*
Terre Binaaaa Vedhika: Ananyahh you are such a messed up roomate! I love you :) Sonam: I’m watching ONE TREE HILLL!
Mahathi: HAHAHA BARNEY! How I Met Your Mother :) Nishita: This is very bad Mahathi! STUDY! What are you doing? Log
off Facebook! AND NO WATCHING ANY SHOWS! Isabella: Heyyy you guyssss! Sayesha: Dude…you know what happened?
Hahah nothing I was just kidding. ARE YOU SURE YOU DON’T WANNA KNOW ? Um yeah I was kidding…I’m gonna go.
Nada: I AM GOING TO EAT YOU MUAHAHAHAHHAHA. Sung Kyeong: Being an 8th grader in this dorm is …fun? Prerana:
Uhh, football…. I’m so tired! Da Som: *thinks to herself* I don’t think 8th grade is that messed up compared to this…
Welcome to Phelps :)

LOWER BOYER

Most likely to ...
Be the new cast member of Jersey Shore Qismat
Be president of India - Vrusti
Start an animal shelter - Eunhye
Steal your shower - Niina
Be the jonas sisters - Abigail, Heather and
Vrushti
Be a magician - Mo
Become a star - Amp
Get abducted by aliens - Christina
Teach English - Seo Yoon

Date a Korean popstar - Sangmo
Star in soap opera - Karen
Drown a fish - Ritsen
Receive the Nobel Peace Prize - Pema
Master the art of miming and live in Paris
- Fizza
Impale someone with her boots - Marina
Run a bathhouse - Sangye
Use the most hairspray - Akansha
Go to jail for head-butting someone Wenona
Have the most well-fed dorm - Mrs Paul

Elementary
&

Middle
School

Play School

Mrs Nandani, Brightson Arul Raj,
Joshua Britto, Shubham Jaydip, Zarah
Llorente, Hadiyah Morlaes, Advait Nair

Pre School &
Kindergarten

Mrs. Sagar Shreya Ambrose,Abhishek
Andrew, Harnishya Palanichamy, Soumyadeep
Roy, Darryl Sorensen, Aaishah Thameem, Jessica Britto, Samuel Jaikumar, Sophia Johnson,
Vera Kagedal, Sunray Bo, Jerusha Narayanan,
Arshaan Singh, Archit Sinha Babu,
Pravar Trivedi

Grades 1 & 2

Mrs. Chettri Joshua Hoffman,
Aletheia Lambert, Malavika Nair,
Shreyan Roy,
Maya Sarkar, Gabriel Johnson,
Meghna Susheel, Hanna Wüthrich

Grades 3 & 4

Kelita Jerome, Aydn Luy, Supatra Wadhwa,
Dominik Wüthrich, Jakob Wüthrich, Micah
Yesudian, Rosita Collison, Rohaan Joseph,
Arshiya Khader Mohamed, Min Hyeok Kim,
Eo Jin Lee, Bethany Moody, Sanmarkan
Nadeson, Prashant Sarkar, Anushka Sen,
Nischaya Shrestha, Ashish Trivedi

Grade
5
Grade 5

Mrs. Pearlin Daniel Arul Raj Blessing, Joash Daniel,
Dina Irudaya Raj, Isaac Johnson,
Neeranuch Kaewsook, Longsen Longkumer,
Jacob Luy, Ephraim Michael, Jane Paul Jaikumar,
Nuni Ramnath, Dhruv Sharma, Ayaneel Sinha
Babu, Ojash Tamrakar, Kiko Yokota

Grade 6

Mrs. Cherrian Roopa Alphonse, Steen Arthur, AnadyaBhati, Susannah Francis, Urvi Garg, Eunchong Jung, Amin Khadka, Jonathan Kulothungan, Aisaraporn Limmanositthikun, Punjamaporn
Limmanositthikun,
Jedediah Myrchiang Wallang, Jaideep Narayanan, Grace Nuntluangi, Tanya Ravindran, Arnon Rungarunsirichoke, Aadit Sen,
Samarth Shamanur Mallikarjun, Hannah Smoot, Elijah Stewart,
Rahul Suresh Babu, Ponmani Uthayakumar, Pooja Vedmurthy,
Neha Venkatesan, Sime Victor Paul

Grade 7

Triyansha Biswas, Rhea Chavda, Seungtaek Chung, Kevin
Georgey, Abhijeet Henry, Abhishek Henry, MinHo Heo, Vincent
Ibach, Quomel Imani, Salman Jadwet, Sameehanay Jahagirdar,
Joshua John, Mammen Joseph, Apisaya Kaewsook, Akriti
Karki, Ashmank Karki, Akeela Khader Mohamed, Anand
Krishnamoorthy, Vaibhav Malla, Zak McLeod, Tanya Murphy,
Shyam Murugan, Ezekeil Myrchiang Wallang, Chanisara
Ninnernnon, Adhrit Shrestha, Kevin Stephen, Aashrayae
Tamrakar, Suraan Tamrakar, Arudra Vavilapalli, Jibrael Younus

Grade 8

Karina Acharya, Rahel Andrews, Prashant Bagheesh, Hannah Billage, Rhea Browne,
Alexander Clifford, Lian David, Vivek Desai, Dhawan Dirksen, Vishnu Dixit, Samuel
Francis, Anup Gilson, Akil Hameed, Vallarika Hemanth, Kares Jerome, Eun-taek Jung,
Siddharth Kapoor, Sung Kyeong Kim, Tae Hong Kim, Aditya Krishnan, Da Som Lee,
Chizuknok Longkumer, Joseph Luy, Simran Mehrotra, Shourya Misra, Sang Hyuk Moon,
Johan Moraes, Arthur Morris, Tara Murphy, Murtaza Najmi, Shearee Namgyal,
Chayin Ninnernnon, Aaina Pahwa, Chozhan Palanivel Paranthaga, Kush Patel,
Jemima Pinefield, Nipun Rajbhandary, Wytze Ramnath, Rohan Ranjit, Godwin Rayen,
Chanon Rungarunsirichoke, Prajan Sanku, Abhay Sasidharan, Baijaanti Silwal,
Parima Sithi-Amnuai, Vaibhav Sokhi, Chayanan Tinnakorn, Abraham Varghese

HIGH
SCHOOL

Grade 9

Raashi Agarwal

Nishita Agrawal

Christophe Browne

Aditya Chawla

4

1
20

Mahathti Reddy

Umaid Ahmed

Caroline Chettri

Min Jun Choi

Vedhika Arvind

Tanay Chitalia

Premchai Choljararux

Jason Cornelius

Varun Garg

14
20

Irfana Hameed

Sayesha Dalal

Divya Gautam

Ananyah Iyer

Ayon Dey

Klod Euchukanonchai

Shaun Godinho

Chris Gim

Binil Jacob

Yeshey Jigmai

Rushad Katrak

Isabella John

Karuna Kauderer

Rohan Joseph

Nada Khan

4

1
20
Chung Won Kim

Dong In Kim

Apoorv Kumar

Prerana Karki

Parth Khatiwada

Kushal Kundanmal

Sanaya Mehra

14
20

JaeEun Lee

John Lalnunmawia

Viraj Nanda

Mitul Padhiar

In Jung Lee

Godwin Nannan

Changwon Park

Sin Woo Lee

Antoni Nelson

2014

YooJin Park

Alexander Puthumana

4

1
20

Rinngheta Renthlei

Mrunal Patel

Tepootu Rai

Dhanishta Patole

Sophia Rajasekar

Krit Ruenruedeepanya

Lydia Rymbai

Rohan Puskur

Oujas Razdan

Varun Krisana

Yash Shah

Vidhit Sangekar

Surya Shahi

Patcharapong S.

Surbhi Shand

ad
Gr
ass

1
20

Cl

4

ar
Ye

Sonam Sherpa

Jamie Shin

Risa Shirai

Shloke Sen

Siddharth Sharma

Chanon S.

Manjari Venkatesh

Dakshayini Srinivasan

Sonam Wangdi

Daraius Sumariwalla

Joy Suna

14
20

Grade 10

Jessica Abraham

Orhan Awatramani

Samuel Alfred

Samridhi Banskota

13

20

Talib Chitalwala

Yoon Soo Choi

Sai Allena

Jai Viknesh B.

Yongtak Chung

Sarita Andrews

Chatchanida C.

Tamara Crasto

Nadia Fareed

Joshua D’Cunha

Shariekh Faroogui

Andrea Dcunha

Glenn Georgey

Cl

13

ar
Ye

20

ad
Gr
ass

Abir Goyal

Anshul Gupta

Ritsen Gyaltshen

Abhilash Deswal

Sanjana Gothi

Heather Helvink

Min Jun Jeong

Seo Yoon Hyun

Ketsa Jerome

Nikhita Jain

Aron Jones

Cl
ear

1Y3

20

ad
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ass

Marina Kawarazaki

Ameer K.

Sangmo Lama

Praba Jeeva

Vrutant Kanakia

Chechong Lhamo

Jeongyeop Lee

Renee MeLeod

Param Mirpuri

13

20

Sreedharan Nadeson

Meghna Nath

Sadan Magar

Nakul Misra

Amar Nathwani

Neelashi Mangal

Nitin Monteiro

Sophioyaa Nayar

Yeshey Palzom

Taslina Nazar

Priyadarshini P.

Chanita Ninnernon

Ji Yeon Park

Cl

13

ar
Ye

20

ad
Gr
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Karen Rai

Narain Ratan

Tarun Ravindren

Piya Pahwa

Jin Hoon Park

Josey Redder

Mirei Shirai

Diveakssh Schae

Sanjana Shukla

20

Benjamin Solomon

Dusita Thaitrong

Karan Shah

Worawit Singsomdee

Bonny Sharma

Abigail Sohklet

13

Atheed Thameem

Alekh Trivedi

Shagun Tyagi

20
13

Anna Varghese

Joshua Tsering

Sriram U.

Sangye Tseyang

Meghna Vachani

Dennis Varghese

Sruti V.

Aastha Tyagi

Vrushti Vakharia

Sunakshi Wadhwa

Fizza Zaidi

Faraz Wahlang

Chhimi Wangdi

Singye Yonten

Cl

13

ar
Ye

20
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Grade 11

Prateek Agrawal

Isbaro Alphonse

Ishita Agrawal

Lubna A.

Fahid Ahmed

Trpta Banis

Cl

12

ar
Ye

20

ad
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Aparna B.

Hrishikesh Baskaran

Yeseswi Basnet

Shonali Ahooja

Valentino Bajaj

Pranabh Basnett

Abraham Chandy

12

20

Sai Krishna

Akash Bhanja

Chatcharavut C.

Mahi Chopra

Rishabh Bhargava

Namita Cherian

Rauhan Boadita

Nawang Chimi

Devayu Chowgule

Priyanka Chunduru

Preet Datta

Karishma D’Lima

Aravindaraj Bruno

12

20

Jason Deschamps

Rhys Dev

Vashti Daniel

Ali Dehyadegari

Stephen Das

Reza Dehyaegari

Sarah Devamani

Arko Dey

Zenden Dorjee

Noor Dhadha

Menda Dorji

Abhishesh Dhakhwa

Akash Elango

Cl
ar
Ye

12

20
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Dhruv Gandhi

Sushant Gayawal

Arjan Gill

Aditi Dixit

Mikhail Fernandes

Shreya Gopinath

Hae Ju Han

Matthew Gordon

Christina Hauva

Pranay Gothi

Zain Hirani

Byungchan Han

Nilani Jawahar

Cl
ad
Gr
ass

12
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Ye

20

Aashika Joseph

Matthew Joseph

Krunal Kabutarwala

Rajkumar Kadam

Da Vin Kang

Sayed Kadri

Prashant Kapila

Pallavi Kainady

Akanksha Karki

20
12

Asutosh Katyal

Niina Kawarazaki

Nabeel Khan

Rahul Kamte

Yeswanth Katragunta

Han Sol Kim

Abhishek K.

Jee Hyun Kim

Mudra Kumar

Young Wook Kim

Varsha Kumar

Anisha Kohli

Bo Hye Kwon

12

20
Leeseul Lee

Min Gyu Lee

Soohyun Lee

Seldron Lhundup

Priti Malik

12

20

Utpala Menon

Aditi Lohia

Pema Mangtutsang

Reva Mahapatra

Vishal Manu

Annika Mirchandani

Mani Misra

Swati Mahna

Peter Menezez

Jeeyeon Mun

Anushri Nanavati

Yash Mundhra

Daniel Netto

12

20

Vasudev Parkkot

Nathan Paul

Vickram Nadeson

Khandu Om

Yamini Paul

Raj Nagda

Rhea Padival

Lezume Phuenkhang

Adheip Rashada

20

Prachet Sancheti

Alysha Pinto-Lobo

Sahil Ratnam

Kimi Sapthanga

Chandan Pradhan

Devraj Ray

Vinay Ramesh

Chayaphon R.

Sparsh Sarangi

12

Siddhant Sawarkar

Adwait Sengar

Karam Sawhney

Nathan Servand

20
12

Govinda Shedde

Rhea Shetty

Jose Selvaraj

Nihar Shah

Veera Shreeram

Sampras Selvaraj

Samhita Sharma

Tanvi Shriyan

Tejas Thomas

Jazba Singh

Zuki Tobgye

12

20

Karteeka Uppalapati

SivaRanjani V.

Malachi Symonds

Siddharth Singhi

Rintso Tobgyel

Yeshey Tsogyal

Varun Wadhwa

Sponsor’s Message
Dear
Mrs Jesudoss & Mrs. Gopinath
Class of 2011,
My first memories of your class go
back to the year 2002 when I taught a few of you in Grade 4.
With this class of nine students, I began to grow and adjust to life in KIS. My
experiences that year were so interesting and rewarding that as the class grew
and evolved, I felt compelled to keep in touch, and as soon as you reached the
Middle School, I volunteered to be your class sponsor and have been fortunate
to continue in that role over your years in KIS.
As you stand at the threshold of another important phase of your life, I have
mixed feelings. I know I will miss you, but I also feel proud to have known
you and would love to keep in touch. Today, when I think of you, I find it
difficult to recall exactly when many of you joined KIS; this is not because of
my greying hair but because you have bonded with each other so well. You
have opened your hearts to each other, and I hope you will be friends for life.
You have enriched my life… In my heart, you will always be the winner of
the Tracey Manley Cup, the best class award. I thank God whenever I think
of your class (I include students who have left KIS), and whenever I pray for
you I pray with love.

As you
prepare to leave KIS, I would
like you to remember what Albert Schweitzer,
the German medical missionary and winner of
the Nobel Peace Prize had to say about service:
“The only ones among you who will be really happy
are those who have sought and found how to serve.”
I would like to see each of you use the talents you have
been blessed with to continue to make a positive change
in the lives of people around you. On behalf of Ms. Rathi
Gopinath (Co-Sponsor of the class) and all your advisors,
teachers and dorm parents, I wish you success in being the
conscience-keepers of this world.
Ms. J

SNEAK

2002 - 2011

“Each of us must climb our separate mountain
To reach at last our own extended view.
We can be no more than what we are;
Yet that is quite enough for us to do.
The world is far too great for comprehension,
And so we only know what we can know.
But given the abilities we’re given,
That’s still a long and weary way to go.“

To Rezwan: You are my companion, partner, best friend, and
confidante. I thank you and love you for all the memories, experiences, awesome moments, and for everything that you have
taught me. You made these last two years, the best.
To Wenona, Iti, Julian and Ashish: We’ve been together since
we were just kids. Although we had some ups and downs, in
the end, we always came back to together. I thank you for being
with me all these years and I hope we are together for the rest
of the years to come. I love you guys.
To Mr Sither, Ms Beth D, Ms Beth Y: Thank you for all the
suppport.

It feels like just last week I joined KIS. Can’t
believe it’s been 7 years already. Time goes by
so fast. Nevertheless, it’s been great.
To my parents: I know I asked to come here,
but if you hadn’t put the idea into my head, I
would have never known. I would have never
experienced, lived, enjoyed, felt, cared, and
learnt. Thank you. I love you.
To Vrutant: My awesome, smart and
cool brother. You’re my best friend
forever. I hope you have an amazing
time even when I’m gone. I love you.
Thank you for being there whenever I
needed you. You’re my number one.

Vrusti Kanakia
Years at KIS: 7

Wenona Rai
Years at KIS: 8
Dad & Mum I couldn’t have asked for better parents. Thank you for believing in me. I hope I make you proud.
Tu, Karen & Avi my destructive siblings. I wouldn’t change a thing about any of you. To the people here that
make me smile (: Eutha, Ankita, Nammon, Ravi, Julian, Akansha, Sheahan, Deng, YWkim, Bhagya, Siobhan,
Kunsang, Chai, Oona, Vedmurthy, Amul, Nilani, Nayar, Rhys, Anchal, Nitin, Singye, Shrey, Mr. B, Mr. Sither,
Mrs. Butler(all our talks), Mrs. Beth (x2), Mrs. Paul, Mr. Chettri. To everyone else that I might have left out accidentally, I apologize. Eunhye my awesome roomate and Jiyeon the byontae. Luka and Chazz be good! Vrusti
and Iti my fat head will miss you quite terribly. and Vrusti yours was the second room i never had. Rezwan I
burned calories walking to that room 10000 times to call her. AP thank you for the movies which you never
failed to give. Kimi & Zuki : melting nose, long hair//cycling, Bendy, taio times I laughed the most //VORA
you’re beyond awesome and the best personal goalie I could have had in 6th grade. Ved I had fun hunting dogs
with you. Trpta Iknow you will become a * surgeon. ¡Hombre! I suck at this goodbye stuff. You should know
that I’ve pretty much fallen for your hairdo no matter how uneven it might seem. That’s not the entire truth,
the haircut is just a fraction of what I feel. ‘phir milenge’ everyone. ¡ADIOS!

CLASS OF 2011
“In dreams begin responsibilities.”-WB Yeats
Good luck and take it easy. I’ll miss you guys a lot.
Tushar, Julian, Narsingh, Kilp, Rinzo, Jamsel, Vora... Been together all these years, since we were 11 or 12 years
old, it’s got to be the only reason why the last 8 years were amazing. Kodi isn’t Kodi without you guys. Peace and
love.
Chai, Shekan, Shrey, AP... ROOMIES... We survived the late nights, early mornings, and everything in between.
Gonna miss it all, keep in touch.
Jinsol (another world), Dongyub... Yellows. First LESH then Bruton, it was great with you guys around...
Mundhra, Gothi, Bruno, Sid... have a good senior year and keep in touch.
Lastly, Mahima, Peru, Icchya, Riu... The four MOST important people of
my life, I don’t think I would be ANYWHERE without you guys.
THANKS TO MY OTHER FRIENDS, FAMILY, TEACHERS, AND
EVEN UNDERWEAR: YOU ALL HAVE BEEN ABSOLUTELY
ESSENTIAL THESE LAST EIGHT YEARS.
“Kodi never finishes...on some weird level that I can’t explain” – Angshu
(don’t lose the sense of humor, Eliot)
Keep the faith. Arsenal Football
Club.
Amul

Amulya Gyawali
Years at KIS: 7.5
Chai Nuphet
Years at KIS: 3
Shekan wake up! Was the start of my everyday: waiting for Shrey to pick the ULTIMATE shirt | walking to school
with my roomies.
Having secret conversations with Amul and Julian about Vora’s and Kilp/Narsingh’s never ending practices.
Making fun of the dog eaters (Wenona) laughing at Angshu’s jokes and listening to her theory of love | dancing/
singing with Ridi (KaBOOM!!) | The 5 of 4 –AP | Listening to Eunhye’s engrlish | Richa, we’ll meet again in NYC
|Creepin - Andrew | Jinsol – “another world” | Kenji, Soo CUTE!! | Hiding my pen in Ashish’s hair | Doogie, Jamsel, Raychen, Chance, Rintso, Yoesar- thanks for Bhutan Arjun Mohammad Vedmurthy | Tushar- BBALL | Rinzobarber | Making fun of Nammon (hamster)|Yohaan my 200m partner.
This hill station has been very valuable and memorable to me as everyday with my friends was an adventure.
Sneaking to sneaky places, doing memorial things you’re not supposed to do, basically just doing things that a
teenager would. I want to thank all my friends and teachers who have been there for me and especially my
family (Dad, Mom, P’Kook and my DOGS). As for mi chica thank you for putting up with my bull and helping
through my hard times. I will miss every one!!
THANK YOU,
CIAO

Varun
Nayer
Years at
KIS: 2

Dear Kodai School,
Time flies like a fruit. Fruit flies like a Banana.
It’s really amazing how fast these two years have gone by. Now, I’m
not going to rant about how my time with you has changed me and
yada yada yada, but I really owe it to you for making me the person
who’s going to be leaving you soon. I can’t really put into the words
how those green cups of tea, those sunny school afternoons, those
lazy unproductive Sundays and those overly high-school-ish weekend
activities, have made my time here soo memorable. When I look back
at it, everything just suddenly hits me; like one of those shabbily made
flashbacks that you might see at the end of a low-budget movie. I’m not
one to get attached to a single place for too long, but I’m actually going
to miss you quite a lot, even though the soundtrack to my memories of you would be amusingly loud
‘nad’ music.
It’s going to be quite difficult leaving you; the emotional equivalent of trying to separate your fingers after
‘accidentally’ stapling a couple of them together. I wasn’t a big fan of change, but since change brought me
to you, I don’t mind change
And, as for all of my favorite people; those who have made my time here soo very amazing (you know
who you are)…
“For whatever we lose, like a you or a me. It’s always ourselves that we find in the sea” E.E Cummings
I do hope that we meet each other again, in the universe of opportunities that awaits us, outside of here.
…and so, for all of this and more, I thank you Kodai School.
Forever Yours,											Varun Nayar.
Harvard Hopeful
A Harvard hopeful falls for her,
She sings a song and her heart explodes.
He pours out his soul into a song,
She sheds a tear or two.

He curses and punches a locker,
We love him still and more.
She feels like she’s done something wrong,
Her conscience is unforgiving.
They seem so happy in their own worlds,
I shouldn’t even care.
They glare at her with burning eyes,
You’ve had a bad day.
She’s in love but having second thoughts,
I doubt he’s still faithful.
We lie here in the rain as the fire dies,
I couldn’t hope for better.

Tanveer Haque
Years at KIS: 2

BYE BYE KODAI :)

HanGil Jang
Years at KIS: 5

Living and studying in this school, I learnt a lot of things that I wouldn’t have. Firstly I
would like to thanks to GOD and my parents who gave me opportunity to study in this
school. And I guess because of this opportunity I realize how much I love them and
know that they are always my side =). Secondly I would like to thank all my friends. I
never thought that I was actually gonna miss Kodai and the people here.. But I will!!
I am gonna miss everything. Kodi gave me the chance to meet many special people.
From my classmates to previous graduates. I am going to miss cooking for you guys, I
hope you miss my food lol and the late nights that we stayed up just chilling and talking. Lastly I would like to THANK Yong su who is beyond awesome. Thank you for all
the memories and hopefully we have more to look forward too (: I love you
I am going to miss my lovely roommate (pyun tae) Anchal, Nammon, Jiyeon, 12th
grade Korean guys, Han sol, the people I’ve cooked for and the Ooty trip people ( I
had an awesome ooty trip, I’m sorry if I missed out names, But you know that I still
love you =) so I want to thank you all!

EunHye Kim
Years at KIS: 5

Grade 4; Sheahan , Kilp, Aravin, Raychen, Tushar, Gaia| Potato 1,2,3,4 ; We do stuff you only dream of! |
“You cried for that ??”; “IT WAS IN 4th GRADE!!! Tushar shot my ear?!?! It hurt!!”|Cheesecake| Vora; What
more need be said?| 34; It won’t be stopping here. | Andrew, Sheahan, Joash, Ved, Kutti, Cyril, Yohaan, Deng;
Mallads For life.|Wag1|Paguri |Buff ; annoying but still a good memory| Dude, we HAVE to jacket...NOW!!
; Andrew said he really needs it……whatever| Brutonite; Ceeellllphoones, Lapptooopps!!| FastTrack|Priv
Team; Forget practice, this is for the lazy people| Tsering ,Jinsol; We be “Ridin Solo”|Pico|Poondi; Only we
can run on water.| ”She’s taking showaaaa”|Cycad will rule the world!| EXTREMES; Deng, No one can beat us
!|Did you do your Physics?”; Forget that, lets DotA!”|
Tree house; Vora, Mundra, Rinzova, Tavora, Jamsel|”Hey
dude, where are the momo’s?”; ”Hmm?...its ..in the..adfkenswfa….*snore*……”; |ohhhhh….Pindooo!!!|
||||2011||||

Vivek Baby Paul
Years at KIS: 6

W is for Writers, NOT West Coast

Julian Manning
Years at KIS: 6

Thinking outside the box

Six years of studying at KIS has not
only had an obvious impact on my
accent but on my personality as well.
And I’m proud to have been
irrevocably influenced by the assortment of rather queer characters that
make up our little Kodai community.

From promenading around in my underwear to sharing toothbrushes, these six years of living with a horde
of teenage boys has had a certain influence on me. However, living with a bunch of guys not only brings
about unhygienic habits but a closeness which can only be explained as brotherhood, no matter how corny
that sounds.
I’ll always remember my teachers as dear friends, for I know despite the many scoldings my friends and I
have endured, most of our teachers have always had our best interests at heart.
There are definitely quite a few remarkable girls in the class of 2011 and 2012, and although they are prone to
run about as aimlessly as a group of beheaded chickens, they will always remain very special to me.
I will also miss all of my high school girlfriends, referred to as distractions by my teachers. However, at the
very least, I’d like to think of them as pleasant distractions.
I also would like to thank my family not only for providing me with undivided love and attention but for the
fond memories I will forever cherish.

It’s a strange feeling that I’ll be leaving Kodai the first time for the last time. I’ve been at KIS for over 7 years
and have practically grown up with some people here; the friends I’ve made over the past few years have really changed my life. First of all, my family who I would be incomplete without, Apa and Ama thank you for
all your support. Yangchen (flop jokes), Chechong (Jackson) and Kinely(motu), don’t know what I would do
without the three of you. I love you guys, other things may change us; but we start and end with the family <3.
And this is for you guys for making KIS the very best, Laxmo(turtle), Ange(condo), Abhi(she-male :P),
Yamu(veg buddy), Tiff(toothpick), Namon(cutie), Sadi(spaz), Sonu(spanking buddy), Siru(ex toothpick),
Sabs(lame jokes), Hershies and Solo and Persis(exam cram) Lakshmee (Lux soap), I’ll never forget the day we
colored our hair, you trying to read my mind, our KKH moments (four) and trying to bunk assembly with
you (never succeeded :P). Ange my condo ko dondo, I’ll never forget the bendy field rainy day moment, our
sleepovers, going to Tibs and then being stuck in the bathroom for an hour passing tp to each other.
“Most people come into our lives and quickly leave. It is the special few that come in and leave a footprint in our hearts, and we
are forever changed” You all have left footprints in my heart and
it will remain there forever, I’ll always cherish these memories!
Love you all <3

Angelica Nongrum
Years at KIS: 3

Deki Peldon
Years at KIS: 8

What do I say…well…it al started with my crazy roomate lakshmi (laxmo L)….who abandoned me on my first day of school and also got my name wrong “evangeline
nongrum“…then there comes the great deki my condo =) my wanna-be satya savitri ….our crazy sleepovers… 3 in da morning goin out for a walk n stalkin u know
who lOl…im gonna miss you guys so much… laxmo (lamoS), deki (condo ko dondo, n da grudge woman) , my yummy gummy bear( our prank calls n dares), anu
I mean anushka, ducky( always disappearing ), fifi(dat crazy night of ours, n da kennedy mistresses), krithika( ur creepy ways n ghost stories) , Krishna ( ur always
pmsing , subs- Krishna go hide b4 ravan comes n get u lol) , abhi (ur always my beta though ur older den me), tanvi(me n li invading ur room at sneek) , Meghna( im
sorry) , chris ( im gona miss da tyms we spoke still 5 in da morning) , solo ( lol don’t worry u will not be riding solo forever ), sonya( son, ang and lux productions ), kari
( your crazy silent laugh dat makes you luk like your dying), persis ( I m singing in the rain ) , sabya ( ur weird but funny jokes), harsh ( cute puppy), siru ( ur anime life
, but gin tama is always gonna be da best and ur obsession with dose Korean n etc dancing videos) , anshuman (mr. tarzan , computer boy), tiffany( my innocent tiff),
pawanda ( always changing her relationship status) , angel( our one on one tyms about u know wat ahem ahem, our 11th grade psych class me, u n anushka), Helena
( cutie pie), andry( I hope u remember da tym we threw coke at each other), moksha ( our awesome hindi class, n ur sexy hips), pratichi ( ur obsession wid choclate),
mahon ( critical thinking class together was awesome), Claudia ( im sorry for messing ur hair up n turning it into a sadu hairstyle lol, n I hope u remember my version
of red riding hood). I will always miss deki n her bhashan “about pool being our life, without it you’ll go suicide”. li remember my telepathy skills and my instant connection with the rat lol…then us jumping on each others bed n der comes mariama ball who then starts yelling at us…then der’s a baloon bursting at night and li getin
so freaked out about wat mrs. S said “ if you do not clean your room evil spirits will come n get u”, I will miss always miss the parties we had in our small lil room…in
lb…and li our king sized bed =) And then there’s Sneak- me getting all excited coz I was floating…n im sorry li n deki…lol despite all ur attempts I still didn’t get out of
the shallow pool… li im gonna miss our retarded moments - p.s don’t forget da tym we dressed up as gangsters lol! Lux and deki- I will never forget our crazy videos in
10th grade, deki I will miss da tym we ran around da bendy field like retards in the rain and li im gonna miss our hippie pant day together, im gonna miss our emotional
one on one moments, li ur da best bathroom buddy…u n deki are family to me <3 . Prank calls ( li=> but I will miss ur funny british accent ), Sleepover at kari’s house…
I will miss the damsharat games sadi, li, tiffany, persis, kari. Highlight of the sleepover- li planing a prank call one hour n every one falling off to sleep by the tym she’s
done with it). Sadi im always gonna remember da party we threw for u before u left for germany dat day was retardedly awesome, I still cant believe we were dressing
up randomly In da middle of the night…N den der’s mysore heritage feildtrip.. All our blonde moments….( twins, triplet doggies), anushka, kari abhi im gonna miss
our triple day =) kari im gonna miss ur cute doggies n ur sweet mom….yamini im gonna miss da tym me u n li screaming our heads off outside da admissions office
n everything wouldn’t have been fun without u), deki im gonna miss lookin at u always doing something or the other wid ur hair). Sonya - I whip my hair back n forth
lol…you tube…n im gonna miss the times me, u n li lying in da hammocks and our funny lil stories n im gonna miss ur monkey hair…krithika im gonna miss u miss
counsellor lol..thanku for listening to all my problems n thanku for ur advice, if u weren’t der I don’t know wat would have happened. Chris im gonna miss u so much…
thanku for always being der for me, u know wat im exactly talkin about ..widout u being der for me dat particular moment I would have broken down…I remember da
tym anshuman , abhi and harsh abandoned us during camp in dat raft I didn’t even know u well den n we were stuck der n instead of u helping me u were meditating
n I was doin all da hardwork for getin us back… HMPH!! Im gonna miss the tyms I slapped u for no reason :P n thank you for makin kodai special for me.. Im always
gonna cherish each moment ive spent in kodai…its been da best 3 years of my life here….kodai wouldn’t have been da same without any of u guys… p.s:- we are family…!!

I would never forget the time I had spent in the library, shouting, learning, playing, and hanging out. The
times when we had a fight with Thomas for getting coke and lay’s in the aisles. The hours wasted in student
lounge and around the Gymkhana doing everything but studying. I would never forget these years, never
forget Kodai.
The first thing I had learned when I came to this school was the motto etched into the second aisle of the
library “PROCRASTINATORS!! LETS’S UNITE….TOMORROW!!” sadly that has been with me till the
end of my senior year. Still don’t regret anything.
All the time spent with just chilling with friends are my most cherished memories. Even if I try I can never
forget TIBS food, it’s the bomb. Any junior reading this, go to TIBS now!! Don’t waste time reading this.
Krishna, Chris, Golchha, Yamini, Krithika, Pratichi, Sneha, Moksha, Sonya I’ll miss the breakfast gossips.
The food fights and the ketchup problems we had. And Pause!! That’s the escape haven from our amazing
school. God knows what I would have done without it. And as promised, and this is said in all honesty and
from the heart” Anushka Mehotra is the best thing that has happened to this school XD.”
In the end…The magical stairs, the stairs near Sherwood, the running in the rain, the sharp 7:10 good-byes,
hugging in the morning and the stupid 7 am Sunday Mornings, Kameeni these moments I will never ever
forget. And I will still hold that omlette making promise.

Harsh Sahajwalla
Years at KIS: 2

Krishna Seshadri
Years at KIS: 2
Kodai is one heck of a place. 11th grade, when I first came here, one big fatty with honestly no decency:
P…. Honestly, the friends I have made here and my friendship is something I will always cherish…. I
know it sounds cheesy, but these friends of mine are the ones I will always remember…..and all those
numerous memories that I can never forget…. putting off on my best friends with no shame whatsoever, Chris, Golchha and Harsh, u 3 know exactly what I mean ;)……. Going to “pause” every chance we
get, cooking pasta and letting Chris borrow our clothes every day … dudes, I am going to miss u guys
so much, all those amazingly fun times... I just can’t believe that 2 years have already gone by... we better meet up later somewhere! Nushkie, don’t worry, I didn’t forget you retard, u and Mishra have always
been the 2 most fun girls to hang out with and whether I am listening to your problems about never
getting a boyfriend or about how stupid I am because I never knew about Maroon 5, I always had fun
… and Mishra u dummy, your weight and sweating problems have always been fun to resolve, I love u
soooooooo much :D…. and lastly, Krithika, you’re the most amazing girl I have ever met in my life and
no matter how much I deny it, I will miss you so much. I love you.

Kodai will always have a special place in my heart! Hogging up at Tibs (Sharin is carin!)~THE
KENNEDY MISTRESSES ~ SNEak ! train ride, s on the beach, pool, adventure nite ~ Sleepovers
~ Lounge – “SHOTGUN next game” ~ Kari – ma lil sis! Will miss ur mature advice, our crazy
laughter, playing the game (+nushki and siru) ~ Duck - quak quak quak quak – I’ll miss u 4 ever
(24 hour gamer-sleeper), Yams – family sessions, 4 a.m. in UB, Roomie - talkin all nite till one
of us falls asleep and ignores the other, shower buddies, dress up days, Best Roomate Award!.
Deks – kkh! (awkward), readin ur thoughts, freakin out at 1:30 am - creepy – rice potato
hogs. Sonzy “I whip ma hair back and forth” 4 u babe, cycling round de lake (DEK, ANG, SON).
Krits- “im creepy like dat”, bonding near the fire! Me, Kari(Silent Laugh), Tiff (Miss innocent),
Persi (Nad buddy) – awesome 9 + 10th grade (field trip, cookin in LB/UB, tea + oreos), Bew
– Canteen Bud! Ichimon, Bew, Andry, Lord Krishna Chicken and Crish brown – Fr. class buds;
Abhi –“L - laxmo!”; Helli Belli and Nammon –fieldtrip!,
Prank Calls wid Anchal,Ange,Yams “dat crazy nite”.“BooBuandPenguin” The
three musketeers all the way! Even if I have missed anyone’s name – you
all meant a lot to me and made my experience in Kodai a memorable one. I
came to kodi, looking for just friends but I am leaving with a family that I will
remember for the rest of my life!

Lakshmi Sankaran
Years at KIS: 3

Sadichchha Dhakwa
Years at KIS: 4

Kodai has been an experience I will never forget. Rolling of the hill in Ganga, trying to scare someone who wouldn’t
get off her phone, that prank call that went on forever, those surprise birthdays that never remained much of a
surprise, ‘sneaked sleepovers’, the pasta disasters and trying to get someone to get on the Zip line will remain some
of the funniest days in KIS. I can never forget the mornings: Breakfast Table and running to Lounge just to play pool
before anyone else got there. Taking showers late at night because there always was hot water. Procrastinating and
then realizing that there was way too much work to be done. Photoshopping, going around the lake, playing volleyball, cooking, and just talking. I will always remember the 555 day and the twin dogs, Strawberry Peroxide and the
Pros and Cons of Hitchhiking and OMW. Sweetworld hunt, FRIENDS, my stolen food money, train journey, Hampi and
setting the high score in Icy Tower. That evening right before exams, those laughter attacks, injuries, Ooty, emoness
and our secret nominations, the syndromes, playing games instead of working on our college apps, and Skype stories are some of the most treasured memories. Leaving the lights on all night because you fell asleep while working,
craving chocolates, white brownies, the rat story along with the messy room are moments hard to forget. Thanks to
my friends, parents and my teachers.

My journey in KIS has been a short but meaningful one. Every minute
that went by has always been the best memory. I will never forget my
amazing roommate (Anchal) who helped me diet but always offered me
food every midnight. Thanks to Sadi for sharing the joke of her English
class, we all know Mr. Smoot is awesome. EunHye you look hot in your
pajamas haven’t JiYeon told you. I would be thankful if Angshu and Iti
stopped biting me but you know I love you. Po, I like it how you keep
on talking every time I cry but when you cry the only word from me is
“It’s alright Po.” Julian you should know this “you are an idiot =] ”. How
could I forget my most favourite word in bio class “Hi Abhishekan.”
SeongLo I need to see your sexy dance. Claudia our Bangalore trip was
amazing right? Mo you know you are amazingly cute and Amp should
stop being hot. Rinzova, Cyril and DongGyu you guys made my chem
extra class so much better. Oh Wenona now I know you have a big head of 65 inches
:P and Chai thank you for all the embarrassing moments, I broke the zip line but
thank God it was the last day of camp. Sirjana should accompany her roommate to
stay up late. Bew, thank you for wasting at least few minutes in math class. Oh UpperBoyer! I’m definitely gonna miss everyone in this dorm. Mrs. Ivy, I love you and thank
you for every amazing dorm treat. Ms. Mariumma should never stand in the dark. All
Thai kids should stop! Oh I will miss advisee meeting …
Pornkamon Kittisurin The last few words from me is thank you everyone for being a part of my journey and
special thanks to my lovely mom and dad.
Years at KIS: 2
“I LOVE CLASS OF 2011”
I am going to miss KIS
I am going to miss working in Bob King (Claudia, Sadi)
I am going to miss my awesome roommate
(Porn)
I am going to miss the Hampi trip (Jean, Doggie,
Yoesar, Leo)
I am going to miss going to Poondi every year

I am going to miss the epic strike (Angshu)
I am going to miss being called as a Muslim
(Tushar, Ap)
I am going to miss whining (Neil, Cyril, Rinzo)
I am going to miss Upper Boyer (Po, Ji Yeon,
Meghna, Yamini, Chimmi and Hae Ju)
I am going to miss Mrs. Ivy’s dorm treat
I am going to miss English class ( Mr. Smoot,
Nahush, Tiffany, Abhishekan )
I am going to miss Hindi class (Shrey, Sabya, iti )
I am going to miss late night hang outs ( Eun
Hye, Sarah)
I am going to miss the prank calls ( Chai, Amul)
I am going to miss Mariamma’s shhh
I am going to miss the sleepovers ( Lakshmi,
Sirjana)
I am going to miss Sunday afternoons
(Vrusti,Wenona)
I am going to miss………

Anchal Shamanur
Years at KIS: 3

Karishma Joshi
Years at KIS: 4

I joined KIS four years ago; a tiny, hyper, messy girl, with the ability to
laugh at the most inappropriate moments. Four years on, not much of
that has changed. Maybe I’m a little taller. What has changed is everything
else. My opinions. My comfort food. My independence. My hobbies. My
typical day. This is for those who were there during this change. First, my
friends, and their randomness; Legally Blonde, blonde blobs, Germany,
weird dreams, stuffed crust Pizza, rollerblading, SAT math classes (red
chemicals), HCB and ant, two thought bubbles, hangman(math), Anime,
crocodile pits, TOK??,?, Poondi (kings and queens), day 5, p 2 macbook
(golcha syndrome), farmville, ‘the ‘R’ factor, fb, French classes, Taj (I am
not gullible), fatty!, marriages
to elephant mahouts and orange pickers, laffy taffy, choir, one tree hill, NHS, eating your
brother(?), soy milk, ‘triple A K day’ , dysfunctional families, berry, vinod, dooriyan
hai zaroori, silent laughter and ‘the look’ (unappreciated), … I could go on and on, and
on. To everyone who gets anything here, I love you! Thank you for making me laugh
like a nutcase and for being amazing and awesome. Second my teachers; thank you for
teaching me more than I ever thought my brain could take in, thank you for making me
interested in each and every subject, thank you for inspiring and supporting me. To my
parents; who moved their world to make me happy. Thank you for being understanding,
supportive, encouraging, funny, inspiring and unconditionally loving.

Yamini Sharma
Years at KIS: 4

The four years in kodi were the most memorable years of my life. Each place in this campus has a small
memory that I can never forget. Starting my day with pratichi.. kritzz… tanvi.. sonya… sneha… meghna..
ghonchuu (day 1s and nitemares)… chrissssss (poggiiieeee!!!)…. Krishna (tava’s hot spice)… harsh (fattu
…omega’s cow)… sadi (HIPPPPPOOO~~!!) … anushka and ange (tide is high) …andry (those L & T review days… omg… ) …sarah… (random walking in and outta room… being there for me ) lakshmi (family problems)… Deki!! (veg buddy) Sitting at the beam with you kari and lakshmi between classes even if
there is a huge pile of work waiting for us in the library. Abhiii and Harsh… I m still sure you neeeed me
and my diary in this skool… or u guys will be sooo lost….hahahha… but the classes wld have been hell
boring if u guys weren’t there… Sadi… you the best roommate I have eva had….ur wai wai…lapsi… worm
sleep… hippo yawn…and the best was when you lost ur stuff and we found it in the most unusual places.
Sonya and Oona….sleeping for 45 min while everyone’s waiting for us in the bus was jus epic…OMG!!!
Abhi… our coke and ice-cream is still the most epic lunch I can eva have with anyone… oh… btw… Chris
POJJIEEE!!! Lolzzzz….Ange… u r still the unbeaten blondiee….. all the dogs looking alike are not twins.
Sonya…lakshmi…kritzzz… if there are five 6… I knw 6 is the number written on the card….Fiona An
dry…you guys can take as much time as you want to decide who my wife would be…
though at the end of the day… I should have at least one wife…. Fiona!!!! April Fool’s
Wedding!!!!. The Ring!!! Though the first two and that last two years in this school were
dramatically but these four years are valuable. The only reason I made it this skool was
because of the people I met on my way and the people I lived with. ~~UPPER BOYER~~ is the home I would never want to leave. Cooking, showering chilling at 2 in the
morning…Sarah, sadi, anchal, nummon… is smthing I will rly miss… stuck with you neil
in chem. Labs wasn’t that bad..,God knows what I would have done without u there….
And ABY’S awesome foood!!!!!! Deepali… thanks for being there for me throughout these
school years… I really dont know what I would have done without sis……YOU!!!!….

Has it already been 2 years? Damn ok I better start studying for IB then: p
When I came in the 11th you were the first person I met. From dressing
up for formals and late night showers to our Sunday brunch tradition. Kodai without you would not be the same Mythili Sayanna. Love you forever
Hey there munchkin . I’ll never forget all the times you made fun of me
and all our bus rides to Ooty together. All those times where you got high
on pineapples and sticking together through all the sports You are and
always will be my second love Aparna Balanarayanan <3
! Watching Sybil, Prom night, Unborn and pirates of the Caribbean
with you was so much fun!! I still remember how you started abusing
randomly during the scary movies <3 I miss you Krishna Nathwani
You have been with me through so much and I am truly grateful. Don’t
ever forget me coz if you do, then be prepared for a whole lot of creepy
calls ;) You will always be my Robin/Wonder woman/Barbie <3 I miss you Joshua Iype.
20th March forever.
My boyer buddy! Guten tag :p Stupid German shepherd! Wish u didn’t have to be so far
away! Our sleepovers were legendary and I can NEVER forget “THE PIXIES” Donuts…
Soccer…. Volleyball….. Soup… chocolate coffee…. My darling Gesine Schultz <3
There are soo many more people that made my stay in Kodai worthwhile like Yasha and
Preeti, thanks for all those great moments. My dorm buddies (Krithika, Lakshmi(LUX),
Sonya Moorjani Angie,Fiona,Pawanda) with whom i’ve had all those sleepovers, played “i’ve never” ,
danced like a maniac, made music video’s and put them on youtube :p Cheers to you all
Years at KIS: 2.5 Class of 2011 <3 – Sonya Moorjani
Never in a million years would I have guessed that everything about a single place could change
nearly everything about me. It’s been just two years and yet, everything that KIS has taught could fill a
book. I owe so much to people who changed my life and my view on it. Without them, I’d never have
achieved any of the things I have in this wonderful school.
I’d like to give a huge hug to Dua and Tanveer, who kept me believing in the power of a guitar chord
and whose jam sessions were the highlight of my evenings in eleventh grade. Aranka, you are brilliant
for convincing me to come on that first trip to Siru- trips to that place were the perfect getaway when
Kodi was becoming too taxing and I’m so glad our last trip was a huge success, what with our
newly formed clan and all. Rowing with the
crew (GYRADOS!) has been one of my nicest
memories of Kodi; I’m so grateful we got the
Mythili Sayanna chance to. To my sisters, Ridi and Tarini, thanks
Years at KIS: 2 for all the craziness to drive away the monotony.
My best friends- Oona and Shanzeh, God only
knows what you’ve had to put up with, but thank
you for always being there. APOLOGIES to Anya
for all the terrible jokes, you are the BEST.
To the place that I shall surely, accidentally refer
to as home in the near future, I am eternally
grateful.

“Feeling gratitude and not expressing it is like wrapping a
present and not giving it.”
		
-William Arthur Ward
Wabi, RTDD, Mommy and Daddy thank you for inspiring and
motivating me throughout these long 4 years. Without your support
I would have never survived these challenging years. Special thanks
to all that I have interacted with (Anushkie, Nammon, Dexter, Dee
Dee, Remi, Bew, Angie, Sadi, Andry, Kari, Persie, Lala, Moksha, Esha,
Anchal, Yoder and the TOOTHPICS (Tiff/Tiphany) and some I may
have forgotten to mention); for the fun moments I have experienced in these four
years- the carnivals, tea, the breakfast table, English class (eng. table), Room 14,
Republic Day and what not. Thank you all (you know who you are) for supporting
me during times when stick and stones were about to break my bones. Definitely
will miss going to CMS will all of the regular people, going crazy at times, singing in the shower, going out to eat, hanging out on my favorite bench near beam
looking at the sky, inspirational So-ex classes etc. Last but not the least, I will
NEVER forget the Kodi Sky and all that this school has inspired me to be (though
at times I felt like ripping my hair off and have my door bricked up).

==P.S: Hey (Ey) maka jungli maka!(Wabster)

Sirjana Shakya
Years at KIS: 4

Mom and Dad: Thanks for sending me here. Thanks for being supportive and always be
there whenever I need you. Thanks for shouting at me when I don’t study. Thanks for
EVERYTHING you have done for me for the pass 18 years! I love YOU BOTH! :)
Sangeetha and Rinte: Thanks for being there whenever I need someone to talk to. Thanks for
trying your best not to make me feel sad. ‘Kob khun sum rub (for*) tuk yang na ja :)’ Thx for
EVERYTHING! I love you both so much :) (Sang: thx for ‘pla-taro’ and ‘yoyo’, it really fills
my stomach :D, Rinte: I’ll never forget every moments you try to speak Thai ;p)

Pawanda Phumiphakmethakul
Years at KIS: 2

Sirjana (My dear Roomie~): Thanks for EVERYTHING you have done for me. You are
my best roomie ever! Thanks for being so supportive and so motivative. THANKS A LOT
ROOMIE!
Krithika, Lakshmi, Sonya, Deki: Thanks for keeping me company and giving me ADVICE!
Thanks for everything! :)
Dek Thai: ขอบคุณสำ�หรับความทรงจำ�ดีๆตลอดสองปีที่ผ่านมานะ เจ๊จะไม่มีวันลืมความทรงจำ�เหล่า
นี้… Best หัดดูแลน้องๆมั่งน้ะ Pi, Amp, Mo, Po ตั้งใจเรียน ดูแลตัวเองกันด้วย ดูแลเด็กๆด้วย :)
Boss, Em, Guy, Krit, Klod ก็ดูแลตัวเองกันด้วยน๊ะ มีอะไรก็บอกพวกพี่ๆ ตั้งใจเรียน อย่าเกเรหละ
:)
Akey: ดูแลตัวเองด้วยน้ะ ทำ�ตัวดีๆน้ะ คถ* :) “ilyt* ‘n’ imusb*,, AB*”
อย่าขาดการติดต่อกันน๊ะ ว่างๆเมื่อไหร่ คงได้เจอกันอีก :) รักทุกคนเลย TC* “Don’t worry, Be
Happy :)”

Attending Kodaikanal International School has been one of my best decisions. I am going to miss the
people I met here, My awesome roommates Ridi Umama Zainab di zeta Romaigne Khan, with her flair
for hair and make up and Shanzeh with her critical view on music, watching movies with them, and talking for hours about senseless things. Tarini our unofficial roommate and her ever ready stories. Eating
breakfast with Awesome Mythili from Bombay with her obsession with Pokémon and unicorns (:, pretty
and well groomed Oona and of course Aranka with ever ready good morning. The unforgettable Ankush
Dutta and his crazy ways of life always ready with a helping hand. The moments here will be cherished,
like been chased around, bitten and also made fun of while crying. Moving on from here will be hard, but
as said by Captain Jack Sparrow “now bring me that horizon”.
I hope to keep in touch with everyone. :)

Ananya Tuli
Years at KIS: 2

Shanzeh Ameen
Years at KIS: 2
i carry your heart with me (i carry it in
my heart) i am never without it (anywhere
i go you go, my dear)

Class of 2011 (especially Anya, Mythili, Ridi, Tarini, Oona,
Ria, Dua, Varun, Atmeek, Tanveer, Joash, Hee Sung, Cyril,
Kenji, AP, Andrew, Jean, Rinte, Divija, Esha, not to mention Mrs. Edwards, Mrs. Ved, Mr. Taylor, and Mr. Ghosh)
here is the deepest secret nobody knows
I’m going to remember you forever, despite the mere two
(here is the root of the root and the bud of the bud years we spent together. I will miss you all so, so much! But
and the sky of the sky of a tree called life; which
at the end of the day no matter where we are, we’re all lookgrows
ing at the same moon, in the same world-all we have to do
higher than the soul can hope or mind can hide)
is keep each other in our hearts. Mom, Dad, Nahyan, Sid,
and this is the wonder that’s keeping the stars apart Priyanka, Annette, Khummi, Khalu, Shayer, Nanu, Chai carry your heart (i carry it in my heart)
chu, Chachi, and Eshaba- you guys were practically here
-E. E Cummings
with me. Thank you for everything.

Sangeetha Muthiah
Years at KIS: 2.5

		
To my parents: Thank you for all the care & support. Finally the time has come! I`m sure you
are
proud hehehe. : )
		
Ms. Lalrinchanni Sangsiama-Kwon [a.k.a Rinte]: Fried!!! It doesn`t end here! Let`s see if we`re
fated to meet in England, take over YG, come up with theories…etc!! Divija: You`re one of a kind. We shall keep
in touch, and have a cup of tea reminiscing Kodi when we are grandmas~ Jong Wook: Hi! I know I`ll being seeing
you around, so I don`t really have anything to say. Hehe. You made high school a better place, ily ~ Now it`s time
for the next chapter in our lives!
Lalrinchani Sangsiama
Years at KIS: 2

My Parents: I haven’t been a good daughter, but you never gave up on me. Thank you for
everything. U Muantei, U Anghet, Baez: Love you the most. A Hming Fakin Awm Rawh Se.

jean &narsigh

Jean Manners
Years at KIS: 4
Narsingh Dixit
Years at KIS: 8

KODI: The place where…Mondays are Fridays, rain is not an excuse, high school
love can become “till death do us part”, the birthday kid pays, godmothers are
made, pasta sauce is a luxury, the best tea is Rs.6, dorms are homes, and where
life makes you grateful. With all this, Kodi would never be Kodi without the
people who I am eternally indebted to for making me...ME:
-PA, MOM, BAH BAH, BALDY, & BEIT: Nga eit ya phi. Thanks for being my
top fans.
-Dixit: Mi amor para siempre. Thank you for never giving me an excuse to be
someone else but myself. We have entwined roots. =) Corinthians 13
-NAIN: Infinite life talks. Mud baths. Bipolar fights. Sunday breakfasts. You got
bored sometimes, I know... :) but you ALWAYS listened. Wudda never made it
through without you. Thanks forever.
-SWEATY: “Vaan Hoosain” :) I know I never killed a moth for you but I would
choose you to be my roommate any day.
-DIJA: Did I ever tell you, you talk too much? :P I won’t forget our makeover, nor
our honey lemon ginger tea that day. You’re independent, diligent, and honest.
I’m proud to be your friend.
-TITTI: “Romeo, Romeo. Wherefore art thou, Romeo?” Ooty, MFT, “giving
birth” in 10th grade field trip, “VOH!”... best times ever with an incredible friend
:)
-LAMININ: No one would ever understand our band practices but us. Lol:)
We’re jamming for life now.
-JESU: You inspire me and you remind me who I am and what I stand for every
day. Thank you for being a huge part of life.
AND GOD: You are my rock. You saw everything but you still stayed put. You
love me unconditionally. Thanks.
There is a good reason they call these ceremonies “commencement exercises.” Graduation
is not the end; it’s the beginning. ~Orrin Hatch
I know leaving Kodi is going to be one of the most difficult moments in my life. It’s my
home; it’s where I grew up, and a place that will always be in my heart no matter where I go.
I have had so many experiences and memories of this school, that if I were to start writing,
I could probably write a book. Maybe I will write a book someday about this school and my
experiences here… haha.
I want to thank my parents and my sister for their never ending support and encouragements that have helped me reach the end of my schooling in KIS. I want to thank all the
teachers and staff members that have helped me grow up in Kodi, especially Mrs. Menon,
Mr. Kaisar, and Mrs. Jesudoss; without whom, Kodi would never be the same. Thank You!
And to all you guys, all the friends that I have made here, just know that I will never ever
forget you or let you go and that you guys will always be in my heart and mind: Kilp,
Tushar, Rinzo, Julian, Jamsel, Amul, VORAA, AP, Shrey, Ashish, Yoesar, Rezwan & Sharoze,
all you Koreans (your names are long), and the rest of Class of 2011 which I’m so lucky to
be a part of.
Lastly, I want to mention Jean for being such a big part of my life and all of my high school
years. I’m grateful to have met you and that we’re still together, hope it lasts. I know Grad
will increase the distance between us, but I know that that won’t be a problem.
I love Kodi and everything about it, and I love all the people that I have met here and all of
you will always be a huge part of my life. I will miss Kodi a lot, and Amul and Angshu being the alumni reps should make sure the Best Class of the Decade! sticks together.
The truth is, I was afraid the day I walked into Kodi. And I am afraid of the day I’ll walk
out.

I would first like to thank the Lord my God for everything he has
done for me and for giving me this amazing opportunity to come
and study at KIS. Thank You sooo very much daddy, mummy, of
course Philly and the rest of my big happy family for always being there and supporting me. And I love y’all!!!!!! I would also like
to thank all my teachers for guiding me and helping me… Thank
you!!!
To all my friends I made here in Kodi, I love y’all sooooooooooo
much and I am gonna miss y’all!!!!!! The frees~~~~ The mood
swinging weather!!!!!! The Sunday coffee. The loud noisy homerooms--- Failed ideas to bunk assembly!!!!!. The library ««« The
From the ends of the earth I call to you, Isles. Upper boyer. Kennedy. Gossip. Kodi lake. Piano block###
I call as my heart grows faint;
Cycling around it. Wickhams. 4socks. The Macarena under our own
lead me the rock that is higher than I. lamp. The laughs. The yellow submarine. Those extra long extra
For you have been my refuge,
math classes. Blonde. Sleepovers. Nad movie nights!!!! Muffins….
a strong tower against a foe.
Ganga campus. Kodi opens. Camps. Fieldtrips. CCD . Small. Tall.
I long to dwell in your tent forever
Fays. All the fatties in SHL. Teddy and Pixie. Lupsy. Rollerblading.
and take refuge in the shelter of your
Basketball. Animes and dramas. Formals. Steak, butter - FOOD!!!!.
wings
Persis Patrick The walking around the school like 20 times. Dogs. Mercy home…..
Psalms 61: 2-4
Years at KIS: 6 SNEAK!!!!!! And this Mountain»»»» and everything else… I’m
gonna miss it all!!! Thank you…. <3 <3 Good luck for the future
class of 2011

I want to thank all my friends- I’m sorry I can’t name all of you, but you all are
very special to me. I won’t forget the locker mirrors, the naps in library during free,
TOOTHPICKS, the arguments in library, History class stories, lying in the sun, and
aimlessly walking around laughing (with dandelions). You all have made my time at
KIS special.
My Anna baby, Nadia, and Aparna (and all my CLC friends)- I love you all very
much. Kutta, Chacha, and Etsbil, you are the best friends big brothers I could have
asked for.
To Andge and Elij- I love you guys too and look forward to ‘funner’ times
when I come to college. Thank you Mama and Daddy for your support. I
love you. Mama, you worked so hard so we could attend KIS. Thank you.
Finally to my best friend and king, Jesus. He’s always been faithful to me!
Good luck Class of 2011!

Tiffany Stewart
Years at KIS: 4

How can I explain
The daisies and dimly lit rooms
Coffee and a calm corner outside of the library
Dusty gems and the smell of charcoal-fires and wet grass
Moonlight and an electric heater by a piano
The mists which curl around the eucalyptus trees like an ensnaring lover.
What will I miss the most?
All that’s left really is what you told me to look for on page 169.
“It’s a magical world Hobbes ol’ Buddy. Let’s go exploring.” Thank you. “

Andry DeJong
Years at KIS: 4

Claudia Vitantonio
Years at KIS: 4

Time has passed by so quickly in the 4 years that I have been here. I have had quite an experience all in all. I
have met many amazing people here that made my stay a lot more entertaining including Trpta, Nilani, Anchal,
Nam Mon, Chayanka, Anusha, Renee, Meghna (to our late night weekends, debts, and numerous trips to the
tailor), Cat, Septembyr, and so many others. I have had amazing roommates, Raychen who made my first 2 ½
years very entertaining with numerous unforgettable memories, and Fiona, who I would have never guessed to
make such an amazing roommate (“Tim stop cracking your nail”). So here is to the laughter and cries, to the
MYP and the IB (good luck), too all the great friends, to the unforgettable memories of trips to the deans office,
deo fights with Fiona, sneaking puppies into dorm, all the exams that we stress over, SAT, ACT, College application, to late starts, and dorm treat, to canteens and all the other numerous activities, and most of all cheers
to rumours, cause at the end of the day you learn to sit back and laugh at them, Kodai wouldn’t have been the
same, and most all cheers to the class of 2011. Its been an extremely adventurous 4 years and every moment
was worth it. To the class of 2011: “I hope your dreams take you... to the corners of your smiles, to the highest
of your hopes, to the windows of your opportunities, and to the most special places your heart has ever known.”
♥Claudia Vitantonio

Kodai-School has been one of the most momentous times of my life. Ever since the 7th grade I’ve been meeting
new people, making new friends, and making new memories. Chutney and Naad, thank you loads for making
my life at KIS it would never have been the same without you guys. We’ve just had too many memories together.
Stud muffin & Tanu! My roommates of 12th grade! For all the inappropriate activities that have occurred in our
rooms with the beast, and all the movie nights and all crazy girl talk we’ve had with on sleepless nights. And for
all the times I’ve gotten spine-bustered and etc.
Jayathang, American Pie, Mr. Chin, Lucifer, and Ken“G”, 9th and 10th grade can never be forgotten. For the
times we’ve “eye”-ed each other and walked around dorm aimlessly and just making random videos at random
times or even just smacking around with cushions were the best of many memories I’ve had. LESH Unit was the
best time of my school life. 8th grade, shoe fights, Fama, topless wrestling, late night matches.
Neil Monteiro
Blackie Chan, Fatty, Mallu (PP), Shaken’, and Kuttidog. You
Years at KIS: 6
mallu’s man. Going to miss you the most. PP and math class. Fatty
and basketball. Shakin’ and just shakin’. Kuttidog for just being
mallu. And Blackie Chan, for being such good friend and just being black.
Jew, Oonie, Datta. Too much lou has to be shown, not written.
Chitoor, Patel, Uttapam, thanks for always being there we’ve
shared a lot of memories sane
and insane. And. . . Uttapam, R E
S P E C T. Pipette. BOO YEAH!

Aranka Hoosien
Years at KIS: 2
For all those people that made these two years in Kodi the most epic ever.
Noah and Mrija, you guys were the most awesome seniors ever.
Tuli, Jean, Weno, Vinay, Sai, Devraj, Jee Hyun, Jin Sol, Narsingh, Ahilya, Shahroze, Julian, Cyril C, Joash, Tanveer, Rezwan,VORA, Myths- BREAKFAST! , Amul- I have your ghar ka number!, Kanakia- You’re the coolest
yo, Rinzo- You’re so huggable!, Tit- Wild child , Ved- I’m gonna miss your stomach to say the least, Atu- My
chiller buddy, Angshu- The wise cracks, Dua- The musical genius, Shrey- We’re gonna walk it from your place to
mine!,Tej- The coolest junior and biggest influence, AP- The busy one , Mayin- Lets play football and do psych
again sometime , Nahush- Does it take a day to paint a car?, Ashish- I want to see your kids play with turtles!,
Richa- You were the last high, Monts- I’m gonna miss attacking you, Dutta- You’re awesome, thanks for all the
trips, hugs and laughs, Nayar-You’re my very own bundle of joy  and Oona- My gorgeous balance of the emotional and the logical, thanks for being as full of surprises, smiles and irreplaceable friendship.
I’m gonna miss you guys to bits.
And Kodi, from rolling in dustbins, to priv, to breakfasts, to rowing, piano block, so-ex, new kids, old kids, noodles, conversations, gay songs, exams, Siruvattukombai, tea time, football, library, canteens, gymkhana, EVERYTHING. Was simply perfect.
And until we meet again, I have but one thing to say- Fugall’oya’ll!

“And we wake up in the breakdown of the things we never thought we
could be.” KIS hasn’t been just academic; it’s been truly educational.
Whether its been hours at piano-block, Sunday lunches with treasured
friends, the mist rolling in at tea-time or hours after school working on
college apps, every experience here has been valuable.
The number of people who have made my journey truly meaningful is
ceaseless. Thank-you, Aranka for being my support-system and for telling
me how you’re going to ‘kill my social life at UPenn’; feelin’ the love Pinky.
Neil, for your support when I was down, and for your analyses on ‘people’s’
psyches. Dutta Saab – you’re going to be a big man someday and I hope we
get the opportunity to work together! Varun – cheers to the most GORGEOUS hair I have ever seen. Mythili, Shanzeh, Anya(BHUPS), Ridi ,
Tarini and Aranka: every-day has started off on a happy note thanks
to you, lovelies. Ahilya, – thank-you for all the hugs and chatter when we were supposed
to be asleep! Sanjana and Nikki: for that poster and the ‘good-times’! SB, all the way! My
huggy-buggy, Nadia, and indulgent Zea-Masi, I’m so lucky to have been here for 2 years
with you. Bhagya, I’ll miss us being able to relate to ‘certain circumstances’ because things
just always worked out like that for us. Thank-you Angshu, the most intricate and exceptional individual I came across here.
Us ‘new-kids’ weren’t that bad, huh Amul? Jinsol: All that beautiful music is something I’ll
Oona Yadav never forget – thanks Kwon-ton! Thank-you, Mrs.Tandon for turning nocturnal when it
Years at KIS: 2 came to reading my supplements! I’ve learnt so much from your calm, suave demeanor.
Oona Yadav.
I have only been in Kodai for two years, but it was quite an experience. India is totally
different to Germany and it was very interesting to go to an Indian boarding school.
I had a great time and I will for sure miss late night carpet acrobatics or the incredible
stories during Sunday lunch with Ahilya, the time spent together with Sneha dreaming of
Paris and much more. I really appreciate all the things I have learnt here in Kodai and I
will miss all the friends I have made here.

Helena DeZomer
Years at KIS: 2

Cyril Cherian
Years at KIS: 6

Class of 2011
Thinking about the 6 years in this school, I have a lot to say
I Entered 7th grade as a fat kid. Let’s say obese. Running around Bendy was so hard,
and I barely finished half a lap. I took up Euphonium as my instrument, which was fat
like me. Few friends like Neil, and more time home. I was insecure and not confident.
That was 7th grade for me, Sad right??
8th grade was getting better as I made friends with Vivek, (the mallu buff guy) and
Tamkin (from Bangladesh). It was a good time as I started becoming independent, but
still an introvert, and a cry baby?? I cried because Sheahan threatened to kill me!! Very
sad!!
9th grade onwards there was some difference, as I met with my best friends Yohaan and
Arjun Vedmurthy. I’m still proud of having them as friends. The only thing I hated was
their height as both were 6 feet, and I was little shorter than them, Not much!!
10th grade was good, I was part of the basketball team, even though I dint get to a play single game because it conflicted with my
music exam. We had fun, because teasing Yohaan was one of the best part in 10th grade. Diee, Fuda, Spyy… Don’t ask me what
that means. We were happy that we were leaving MYP, but sad getting into IB
11th was the second best year for me. New people, new friends. I was part of the peer encourager and the NHS. 11th grade
fieldtrip was the best, as Arjun Vedmurthy (Ved) almost died, lets say almost got killed by Yohaan.
Senior Year was the best, coz we were seniors. Abhishekan was our new friend and we teased every one. Anchal for wining,
Ankita for her height, Tiffany for being blonde, and everyone and of course VORA!!. We enjoyed the last year playing basketball,
music, except for the IB part, which took up most of the time. As a class we interacted with 11th and 10th graders. I think we are
the best seniors ever
KIS has played the major role in developing me into what I am now. From the introvert cry baby insecure person, I was able to
be friends with all of the people in my class. I knew everyone and everyone knew me. That was one of my greatest achievements.
I am a new person now because of my three main friends and my family. My dad and mom are the greatest people in the world.
Kodai was a gift given to me by them, and that was the most valuable gift. The best part of the gift is to know that I am part of
Class of 2011.
KIS – My Home - Class of 2011 – My family

It is an understatement to say that the time spent at Kodai could be
summarized as years spent at school, rather it would be more accurate to say that the years spent at Kodai was a lifetime worth of experience that few others would ever know. I thank God for the opportunity he gave me to study in Kodai and also the pleasure of meeting
all the ‘interesting’ people I did. The time that we spent at Ooty was
amazing, especially the night after we won the Ooty basketball tournament. The Music Field trip taught me something very important,
you do not need a bed, clean bathroom, good food and other trivial
items to have fun, you just need good roommates and well………
me. Camp was also my first time to meet the many people I did. To
conclude a string of good memories, Senior Sneak was the best experience I had at Kodai. Finally, the most important bit of advice I
want to give to whoever reads this is that Friends may come and go,
but memories last a lifetime. So cherish your memories, because that
might be the only thing you have left of them.
Abhishekan Davidar
Years at KIS: 1.5

Aditya Vora
Years at KIS: 7

Shrey Sancheti
Years at KIS: 4

Many would say seven years in KIS is a long time, but for me I think it’s not enough. I don’t know how to put my
love for this place into words. This place taught me how to live life, make lifelong friends and I will never forget
it for that. Mom and Dad I don’t know how to thank the two of you for everything you have done for me, it was
all because of your support and encouragement I am what I am today, I love the two of you and will never forget
what you have done for me. Well as for the rest of my family, I would like to thank you’ll for supporting at every
point of my time at KIS and hope I’ll never lose your support I’m sorry for not individually recognizing you’ll.
Amul, Julian, Narsingh, Jamsel, Rinzo, Tushar and Kilp. I cannot describe my feelings for you’ll in words its far
beyond that, love you guys man, thanks for everything you guys have done for me. The best part of my life was
to grow up with you’ll, I’ll never forget you’ll. Shrey, AP, Varun, Ravi, Ashish, Rezwan, Chai and Ved, our time
together wasn’t for too long, but I guess I wont have enjoyed KIS as much as I did with you guys, love you’ll.
Wenona, Eutha, Iti and Vrusti what to say to you’ll, thanks for the times you’ll supported me, will never forget
you’ll and will always remember our childhood. If I missed out someone I’m really sorry wasn’t on purpose. All
I can say is that every single member of class of 2011 rocks. And finally, I would like to thanks my grandparents
without whom I would have never joined KIS, wherever you’ll are I LOVE YOU

“And then the man he steps right up to the microphone
And says at last just as the time bell rings
‘Thank you goodnight now it’s time to go home’
and he makes it fast with one more thing
‘We are the Sultans of Swing’”
-Sultans of Swing
Dire Straits
I have been KIS’ed and it has been a spectacular experience!
-Mayin

Mayin Gupta
Years at KIS: 2

Richa Sabnis
Years at KIS: 2

This part of my life... this little part.. is called “happiness”.
-Pursuit of Happyness
To all those who made my time a KIS quite the awesome one (you guys
know who you are)
Love you all and will miss you guys more than you can ever imagine ( :
Okay now, bye.

Ahilya Chawla
Years at KIS: 2

What is Kodai? Early mornings rowing on the lake, watching Mr. Irfan
climb a tree because of something to do with Ridi’s feet. Breakfasts with
questionable mustard, sunshine, and laughing with Helena. That happy
moment every morning when I see Shahroze for the first time. The night
“Benjamin” attacked Sneha, oh my fetus. Late night talks with Oona, about
everything from peaches to beaches and from Socrates to Sockraji. Hours
laughing with Mrs. Tandon. Delhi memories with Sanjana and Niki. I am
a born mixed blood Indian, raised San Francisco Bay Californian, experienced Singaporean, and now I’m on a misty hill South India. A misty hill
I love and that I’ll be leaving soon. This misty hill isn’t just the Garden of
Eden I make it out to be, it’s full of challenges too.
But when I leave, I’ll remember those moments when these people were
there to love me. And be there for me. And be the reason I wake up in the
morning. I’ll remember the roommates who defended my honor with a
fierce loyalty that only true friends have for each other. I’ll remember the
friends who made me laugh and made me think hard about stuff I didn’t
understand. I’ll remember the dormparent who lives in my heart like family. I’ll remember the boyfriend who spent his entire weekend moving set
pieces and getting wood splinters, because I needed help on Golden KIS.
I’ll leave proud, because I tried my best. And I got people in my life who
really are the best. That’s an amazing thing to say when you leave high
school. These are people who have shaped me, and who will always be a
part of me.

Two years have passed since the day we first walked through these gates, bags in hand and heart hidden away, and now we find that we are walking away. After all the things that have happened in the
time span of what could only be called a life time in this place, but in the end here we are, all leaving the same way we came in. Through the stumbles and the falls we come out and realized we have
changed. Getting lost in the memories that we will someday understand, through the moments we
hope we will never forget. Farmville. Hubby, Sunday lunch. The leg pop. I still love you? The pretty
people. The Hair bands and Gossip Girl. The sexy face. The pinky promise. The bets won and lost.
The night we almost died. The stolen last dances. Learning how to shake your ass. M-puppy, Guru ji
and midget. The passed out prom. Directing a disaster. The coat and the red bull or “Megan”. Break
your heart. Spanish Taco. I <3 Biojesus. The forgotten
first date. Espresso shots and mortal combat. Our weekMeghna Godya end routine. PINK. Pierced lips.The chipmunk. The flying
Years at KIS: 2 paint. Neck observations and anatomy. Jumping out of
coffee day window. The stump that guides our way and the
anorexic tree. Preoccupied, Multitasking and the Measuring tape. The pink grass and the flying fairy pumpkin. Beta
and the mean girls. The Jacket. The “brownies”. The dying
dog, the cow and the starvation shopping. And a lesson
learnt, always wear pants under a coat, no matter how long
your shirt is.
But in the end all we are left with are the Hellos and the
Goodbyes.

Rahul Kuttikat
Years at KIS: 2

So basically, keeping this short and simple. Two
things – First thank you to the people in my
grade who called me “kutti” that’s sort of everyone and I love the person who came up with it.
Secondly, since living with the guys of my grade
for two years I have got to know all of them in
ways unimaginable (and regrettable in some
cases) I have to warn all the people out there:
We are your future. Be scared. Very scared.
De mach take care de.

We cross the finish line
The crowd roars
It’s been a long run,
We’ve all had fall
But now it’s time, just celebrate
We finally made the great escape
We finally made the great escape .

Yoesar Gyaltshen
Years at KIS: 4.5

My 2 years at Kodi have been really different. Each place teaches you something different, similarly Kodi has
taught me a lot. I’m glad that I’ve made some AWESOME friends here. It’s going to be weird once we graduate; no flag green, no quad, no Poondi and no class mates. Ms. Merry you’ve been an amazing dorm parent
and have really been amazing , no matter what( Will miss the delicious food you made). Clav boys will miss all
the entertainment. Ankush and Ashish I don’t think Ill be able to forget our Business classes. Nayar(An awesome friend),Ashish and Ankush(2 many good times) ,Tarini and Ahilya(My 1st friends in Kodi),Tanveer
and Shahroze(My roommates at Poondi) ,Ved(Grand Pa),Cyril ,Yohaan(My track partner),Aranka(Follows
me wherever I go to study and stop making weird noises), Shanzeh(My Kodi companion…We sail
together),Anya(My LOUUVV!), ,Vrusti and Rezwan(An amazing couple to chill with),Riddi(Won’t forget
the random songs we’ve danced to), Oona(You’ve been an amazing friend can’t forget the CHEAP food we
ate and all the memories I’ve shared with you) Iti(My beer partner),Anshuman(The BRAMACHARI friend
married to technology and my buddy),Mythili(Amazing with the guitar),Helena(GORIIIIII and my stationary supplier),Neil(Flirt),Jean(Thanks for always helping me out),Shahroze(PENGUIN),Nahush(The Goan
chiller),Sonya(English classes and my 1st formal date),Jin Sol(You’ve been really supportive),Heesung(“HINDI
ACHHA HAI!!!”),Rinzo(An amazing person and friend,….Physics extra classes),Angshu(Your just awesome),Abhishekan(HL),Doogyal(You
’re an AMAZING dancer) Bisht(My car designing buddy),Aanchal and
Sadi(My partners in crime in Physics extra class),Krishna and Jason(My
1st roommates),Chris(Break dancer),Golcha(My cricket buddy),Amul and
Vora(Hindi classes),Shrey(Coimbatore Airport Restaurant),AP,Narsingh(Eating
buddy in BNM),Kutti and Harsh(Croc bank pool). Thankyou all the teachers
for helping me out you’ll have been awesome. Tanvi you’re an amazing person
thanks a lot for always being there and doing whatever you have done for me.
Will always remember therepublic day practices and all those awesome times we
have had together, thanks a lot for everything, wish I got to know you earlier…
Thanks a lot for everything guys and sorry if I missed out on anyone. Will miss
you’ll…Class of 2011.

Atmeek Sohni
Years at KIS: 2

Anshuman Lohia
Years at KIS: 2
Philosophy of my life
We should not cry over the past and not spend time on thinking about our future, we should only
think about the present and make things happen.
We Love Our self Even After Making So Many Mistakes… Then How Can We Hate Others For Their
Small Mistakes?
Everybody is a friend no matter how close or far.

Hmm…what do I write…
Came to Kodi in 7th grade. My first dorm was Westover. All I remember is beyblade,
yugioh card game, hiking, football, jail like structure of Westover, TT, first roommates,
omelet. Then in Sherwood, played football with tennis ball. hmmm… Then in Penryn.
I remember Husky dying and howling during exam days. RIP Husky. Cooking Korean
food. Penryn Barbeque Now I am in Loch End, spending my last year in Kodaikanal hmm… It’s hard to summarize the stories of 6 years in Kodai. Can’t believe I am
graduating and I am leaving this place. It feels like I will come back after vacation and
will join 13th grade in KIS. Whenever the vacation was going to end, I always wished
to have little longer time to stay back at home in Korea. Now, after graduation then
after vacation, I don’t come back to Kodai. Hmm…feels weird. I am breaking the
yearly routine of going to Korea and coming back to Kodai which I’ve
had for 6 years. No one will call me “Appa” anymore and I highly doubt
any BOY friends will call me cute other than boys in Kodai. I don’t get
why many boys call each other cute in Kodai. I tried looking for some
sentimental quotes about graduation like my roommate, AP, has found
but couldn’t find one. I thought of writing a quote with which I remind
people all the time “Life is unfair Just get used to it,” but I think it is
inappropriate to write that quote here. Sorry roommate. I think I will
use your quote. “School is like a lollipop. It sucks until it is gone.” Let’s
not cry. Let’s smile people. We’ve had great time here in Kodai. Oh! and
I am not a thief. :(
Dong Gyu Lee

Years at KIS: 6

A boy turned into a man. A pessimist turned optimist, A day scholar turned
dorm kid.
An adventure like no other, follow the adventures of Andrew (played by Andrew Gautham Selvaraj), as he joins KIS and slowly turns from a British street
urchin to a narrow-minded socially-dependent forest-dweller, also known as
a KIS student. This is no easy task however; waking up, going to school, and
doing absolutely nothing till bedtime, for 7 years straight, only seems simple.
Join Andrew and a hilarious cast as they try to overcome their boring lives by
messing with other people, breaking federal laws and social norms, exaggerating mundane tasks, and staying up all night doing nothing productive.
Coming Soon. This Summer.
Affiliates: Potato. Homework Club. Dota Heroes. The Mafia Family. BFFFalafels. Strawberry. Above Average Mallads. Secret Detective Squad. Grape.
Arjun Selvaraj Arjun Law Firm. The Duelists. The Pokemon Trainers. Bruton
Heroes. Elementary People.
Special Thanks to Joseph Selvaraj, and Madonna Selvaraj, without whom this
production would not have been possible.

Andrew Selvaraj
Years at KIS: 6

Life after Kodi school is going to be a lot different than I can ever imagine. I’m not going to get a good laugh from Harsh every morning, or a
“BOOYA!” from Pratichi. There won’t be anyone to call me “Snail Monster” and I won’t have a Witch Mommy. Who am I going to make Cherry
tea with everyday, and make my evening the way Helena does? There
won’t be an Abhi and Chris to play pool with, a Sonya to play basketball
with, or a Krishna to get a hug from. As for Kiki… When will the insects
ever truly unite? And I don’t think I could ever find someone to equal
Yamini’s erratically lovable nature.
Sneha Vissa
Before I realise it, I’m going to be leaving Kodi School, leaving
Years at KIS: 1.5
behind someone I know I will miss every single moment at college, and
it makes me sad to leave and frightened at the prospect of having to
move on. Yet, college awaits us all, and this is our time to grow into the
adults we are going to be some day and shine. This is the time for us to chase after our
dreams. I know I will see Moksha, Tanvi, Angie, Helena, Nushki, Chris, Kiki, Kishi,
Abhi, Pratichi and Ahilya again someday, as honourable people who have achieved
what they have always dreamed of.
As an afterword I would like to say…
I love you Lil DJ Bukky! Dibs Off! Pencil! Booya! Insects Unite! Yeah de! Fetus! Bob!
Anushka Mehrotra “Wissy Ghost!” Mrs. Tandon! Raji! *sigh*…

Years at KIS: 3

								-Sneha Vissa

Looking back on my three years at Kodi, I realized how much I’ve changed. Fortunately, for the better. Now looking back, I realized how much I’m going to miss it here. Everything from hanging out in Aby’s, to Sunday Lunch at
Fays to making faces at the creepy staring guy at Pizza Corner. I’m going to miss sitting on the beam (and getting
pushed off... thanks Harsh), chilling in the library, sitting at the breakfast table, having tea on flag green, making
up stupid nicknames and stories, creating ‘lists’, eating at gymkhana, making a fuss to go to lounge - everything.
I’m even going to miss the classes. But most of all I’m going to miss you guys.... soooooo much. There are just so
many memorayyys.Twi-fight, HCB, Denty, Evil Tellytubbies, Peter Pan (aka Soup), Chichi, Thumper, Bambiand
Justin, the ‘Pen’ in English Class, Ant, Alex Crotcher, Edward D’Cullen, Shaw Jaw, Phoolkumari, Fighting over Joey
with my brother, Taking two... sorry, one and a HALF months to grow a beard, Macbook, GG, The thought bubbles, lunch table guy, Troll, Pink Capsicum, Tomato and Cucumber, Why humans should die, Mary Poppins (is
not a virgin),The ‘things’ Hubby, DKNY, ‘I’m going to crush you because I’m crushing on you’, Farmville, How XD
is addicting, Don’t act cocky with me, ‘texty text’, Benji Simpson, Sparky, Smelly Cat, ‘You’re not a princess’, Building Castles, Eminem, Intellectual Capacity, Baby Translator, ‘The Alien Theory’ and the ‘Bradley Cooper theory’,
Bob and Bobby, the Hate... I mean strongly dislike list, ‘Such a turnoff ’, Flickaa, giving two thumbs up when sitting
with somebody, 3OH!3, Rodent, ‘Cooler than me’, Cow Eyes, D8ter Dog, Cardboard face, 000000, PIG, Letters
from ‘tall people’, ‘He’s the reason that I’m failing psychology’, Burning napkins, Chinese food and shark, ‘I don’t
care how my dad met my mother, for I AM my mother’, Stealing my computer to play the ‘marble’ game, Eating
brothers, ‘Just because you are unique, does not mean you are useful’, NHS!!, Hairy ants, the ‘barriers’ between
us, ‘I booze’, The one with Nice hair, Woodworking book, Pine, Financial crisis in Africa, The gummy bear song,
DBPB’s, knuckleheads, ‘Never-ending Monotony’, My 17 husbands, The ‘Yeowww’ song, ‘Flashing’ flash cards, Balance Beam guy, Awesomeness, Triple A K
day, The finger lick, The ‘Chris’ Laugh, The ‘pickup’ aisle, ‘Chris Andrew D’Silva!!!’, Weird Golden KIS clapping, Counting the times Andry speaks
in class, Stickman, The Christian dating book, My comic book husband, My ‘sixes’, Sleeping in dish, Maroon 5, Hot milk, Krishna’s chapstick, The
creepy Russian Roulette dream, The ‘ipod-bathroom’ incident, The Mahon story, Babysitting 30 kids, ‘Chris, Christine, Chistopher, Chistina and
baby Chrissy’, Pin shaped like a goat, Soymilk - because milk is boring, My ‘Classroom Monster’ poem, Gay Army Guy, Zacky, Amaresh’s umbrella theory, ‘I’m not trying to impress you, but I’m Batman’, Dooriyan hai Zaroori & I’m not your boyfriend, ‘You were a Vegan... so now you’re
going to be gone’, The pros and cons of hitchhiking, Saladfingers, Waiting for Vashti Kalvi Daniel’s awesomely long letters, The Bear chasing the
Gazelle, ‘Death by tray, it shall be’, The ‘Vest’ Story, Fake Golden KIS nominees, Annoying girly male roommates one-night stand, Wedding Bandana, Loosing my ‘sole’, Plain Black T-shirt, The Great Juice Explosion of ‘09, Congo!!, Siru’s two boyfriends, Hello Kitty, Nagesh from Nagaland,
Mackenzie Falls, ‘I will look at you like you are short, and you ARE short, so you will die!!’, Grass and so, so many more there’s not even space to
write. You freaks better keep in touch :)

I look back at the 8 years I’ve spent at Kodai, and can’t help but
feel it’s gone by way too fast. I owe so much to this place that has
taught me everything, this place where I have grown up to be
the person I am, this place and its people that have cared for me
and loved me unconditionally. I love you so much, Mama and
Papa, for sending me here, because it has been one of the best
experiences of my life. Sheku and Jeetu, I hope you come to love
Kodai as much I do (and survive on Sundays without the extra
money). To all those who have helped to make these years priceless, and you know who you are, I’ll never forget you. Be it the
good times or the bad, I’ll cherish each moment I’ve spent here,
and know that there is a place among the misty green hills that I
can always come back to and call my home.
“Let’s take the good times as they go, and I’ll meet you further
on up the road.”-Bruce Springsteen.
Ankita Henry
Years at KIS: 8

Angshu Natarajan
Years at KIS: 7.5

“Home could be the Pennsylvania turnpike
Indiana’s early morning dew
high up in the hills of California
home is just another word for you. “
--- “You’re my home”, Billy Joel
Thank you to all those who made these years
absolutely beautiful.

Nahush Joshi
Years at KIS: 2

These last two years here at KIS have been fun filled and memorable. There is not
much to say in these few words but there are few phrases which explain it all.
[Saturday Buddies]
[Flag green]
[Chiller Music Sessions with Ashish]
[11th grade at Bartlett West, enough said]
[Senior Priv with Kevin]
[Bikes with Bisht]
[English Class + Ved + Buff + Bisht + last but not least Smoot]
[Commodities with Mr. Babu]
[Faarest with Mr. Kumar]
[You doo NAA!!]
[Cuttingg chai with Juli at Amsa]
Will miss more than just this.
Don’t Worry Be Happy

4 Years |1461 Days | 2102400 Minutes | Life Time worth of Memories.

Arjun Vedmurthy
Year at KIS: 4

9th Grade: {Newbie} {Am I at Hogwarts?} {Ameri- Naad} {Adjusting to India: No
Electricity, you are joking right?} {Field Trip: Mahabalipuram {Crocodile Feces} /
Auroville {Played in the Grass}} {Long Weekend 1: Chennai} {Basketball: Ootacamund}
{Winter Vacation: New Delhi} {Camp: Poondi, middle of no where (understatement)}
{MYP: Glitch in the system} {Long Weekend 2: Bangalore} {Diee, Spyy, Cryy} {Summer
Vacation: Netherlands Exchange Program (OBC)} |10th Grade: {Initiated} {Whoa!
What’s that?} {New Buddies} {Field Trip: Coimbatore KKID} {Long Weekend 1:
Coimbatore/Ooty} {Basketball: Ootacamund} {Camp: Poondi} {Repetition is fun}
{Winter Vacation: New Delhi} {Class: English 10A, ftw} {Enjoying ma} {Long Weekend
2: Kodaikanal +2} {MYP: Over} {Summer Vacation: Bangalore, Goa, Delhi, Chennai}
11th Grade: {Semi-Pro} {Yea, I’m in} {Even More New Buddies} {Camp: Poondi à lol}
{Field Trip: Mad River à lol2} {Long Weekend 1: Kanyakumari, Kovalam, Trivandrum}
{Basketball: Ootacamund (Beat the odds)} {Mr. Rajeev Dixit} {College Planning,
jokingly of course, Columbia was on that list, haha} {Winter Vacation: Mumbai/
New Delhi} {IB (dead)} {Group 4: Coimbatore, amazing} {Long Weekend 2: Chennai/
Mahabalipuram +2} {Swim through Second Semester} {Summer Vacation: Chennai
(Driving)}12th Grade: {Veteran} {“I did that last year”} {Life Decisions, Fries or Onion
Rings?} {jokes} {College Stuff} {T.O.K pres was a K.O.} {Field Trip: Southern Mysore
Heritage} {Basketball: Ootacamund, three pointers} {Long Weekend: Ceases to
exist} {Winter Vacation: Bangalore, Goa (Cape Town Cafe)} {Officially: Mr. George
Washington} {Mallya Hospital} {House in the palm of my hand} {Sneaking around
with the class} {Bangalore x2} {Final result: TBD} | References: {Dad and Mom,
without you nothing is possible; with you nothing is impossible} {Pooja} {Patti}
{Champ} {Raghu, Vijaya, Ekambaram} {Rest of the Family} {Cyril Cherian} {Yohaan
Varghese} {Nahush Joshi} {Ankush Dutta} {Ashish Advani} {Arjun Bisht} {Vivek Baby
Paul} {Mallads} {Jealous?} “We celebrate the past to awaken the future.” - John F.
Kennedy “நாலை பதி ாலை பார்கலம்” சரோஜா சர்வோத்தமன்

Ashish Advani
Years at KIS: 3

Thanks everyone for
everything you have
done for me. I’m
going to miss you!
Peace.

Life can only be understood
backwards;
But it must be lived forwards.
-Soren Kierkegaard

Ankush Dutta
Years at KIS: 3

Krithika Vanamali
Years at KIS: 2

I live for the nights I can't remember with the people I'll never forget.
That’s exactly how my life in kodi has been. Every night talking about
the most random topics and making food for the first time along with
other stuff if you know what I mean. Whatever I have I would do them
all over again because the experience itself taught me and made me who
I am today as well as made me understand humor better too. At least I
reduced my Katak level (hopefully).
A good friend would bail you out of jail, but your best friend would
be the one sitting next to you saying, "Damn that was awesome". I
can't help but sit here and think about all the stupid stuff we have done
together. I wouldn't want to be stupid with anyone else, which lead to
unbreakable bonds between me and my best friends.
In the end, I know I’ll miss this place. This is where I found my
strengths and overcome most of my weaknesses. Life should NOT be a
journey to the grave with the intention of arriving safely in an attractive
and well preserved body, but rather to skid in sideways, chocolate in one
hand, “______” in the other totally worn out and screaming "WOOHOO what a ride!" (Fill the blank with any risky artifact, your choice)
So advice to the future seniors “ENJOYS YOURSELVES. These are the
good old days you're going to miss in the years ahead.”

In four years, I have made MANY friends. To all of you: You've done more than left footprints in my
life. You've left them in my mind, & on my heart. You've changed me forever, & I love you all the more
for it. We are TOTALLY the best class ever!!! | Canteen & Dancing. Snow white should DIE, and I’ll
take your food. Scary movie sleepovers. Volleyball. Drama on & off stage. Piano block & Upper Chapel.
Sneaking out. Singing. Obsessions. The Duke. Formals. Trojan. Somewhere over the rainbow. WIFFIE!
We’ve been KISed. Ganpat. Ich hab dich lieb. Monsieur Idiot. Abys, tavas, & more food. Looong history
classes.
Waka waka. Gymkana. VANIMALS & JANIMALS. Mrs. D, Ms. Pushpa,
& Mrs. JP. Hilltop & RRR. I am completely insane, aren’t I? Winter Tour &
oreos. MY seniors. Borrowing shoes. Music vidoes. Poker Face. Slaps, shots
& shouts. Girlfriends, marriages, & divorces. Laughing too much. Library
windowsills. Hey, Laundry. AB & Dinning Hall Roofs. Truth or Dare Kumbaya. Crocodile pits.
Claudia, Vrusti, Sowmya, & Jayoon, the roomies.
Burning pancakes. Sari days. Don’t give me ideas
;) Prank Calls. DaBaNGG & paragliding. Ari, Ari.
Baptisms. Streaks at Senior Farewells of past. The
unzipping. Take it & go. I never ever. Freshie. Stalker!
S Squared. Single room dramas. Let’s ignore our IB
grades, shall we? Sabya jokes. Guitar. Hey, soul sister.
Moment of Truth & dorm treat. Set Design. Dreams &
Fiona Dean
nightmares. Kennedy Mistresses breaking rules. Class
Years at KIS: 4
of 2011. Ms. J’s favs. VOOORA!

Abhimanyu Golchha
Years at KIS: 2

Chris D’Silva
Years at KIS: 2

Kodi was all about Chuffs, Taffs and Lamos! Firstly, Clavarack Seniors! Baa Baa
Black Sheep! Everyday Table Tennis. Sting Pong! and weekends, Cycling ‘round
the lake! Pause this weekend yeah? Fifa! Tava’s Paneer Makhani & Aby’s Cheese
Vada Pav, Extra Spicy! Long Weekend, Sunday Bazaar! Yamini, you still owe me
a night in dish! Chris, don’t we love Cranberry Juice? Those last few nights of
Second semester, Grade 11! if you know what I’m talking about. Indoor Cricket!
Caaaatch Chris! I hope Jumbo Malaya never comes back! That retarded waiter
in PD, he freaks me out! Krishna, what’s your best ‘no-shower’ streak? Camp:
Shaken --> Football! Volleyball and Zip-lining! That lil’ conversation with Adhiya
outside. East or West? Clav is the best! Clav Canteen was the shit man! Infinity!
Krishna, Dorm Snack is good. I shotgun taking Jehan’s share! Elimination Pear!
Why does lightning happen Atmeek? Bob and Bobby <-- Sarah! CAB and FAB
<-- OMG! US Trip! Venekar’s Trunk! Let’s bang a lil’ bit of Parmesan, he wouldn’t
notice dudes! Harsh, wasn’t that 14 Cataques? Krithika and her lame jokes! Plain
Black T-shirt, Ant and High School! Seriously Nushkie? Owned the TOK presentation, didn’t we Chris & Shnaa? Let’s cook pasta tonight! Fiona, I’m telling you,
I didn’t stare at them! Baking class with Deki, do you want to share a plate or is it
too romantic?! Lounge-Pool! Shotgun 1st Game! Oh, cutthroat? Then shotgun
second shot! Mudra and Pranabh, Woodcock! Ange, that one messed up haircut you gave me! Ugh! And Pranabh, you owe me big time for that bald patch!
Joshua, you truly are a stoner man! UHT Milk! Chaaya! Shut it! Eeeww! Anushka,
so many memorraayys! You think you’re smart huh? Hi! yeah whatever! Guess
what? Pen is in English class! Milk is boring, how about soya milk? Triple A K
Day! Vinod is a stalker! Sneha, do I still attract you? and finally. Chris, I love you!
Wet kiss?

Kodi was awesome! Right from the very beginning to the end. Golchha!!! I
love you! My roommate for a year and the best I could ever ask for. I’ll miss
the times we wrestled each other, took funny videos of lil latha and the rest
of the dorm…put off a ‘D’ once in a while with the risks of bison killing us at
midnight. Krishna, I’ll remember the times you put off on me, though they
weren’t very pleasant memories. The days the three of us cooked pasta together, banged the trunks of our seniors and played halo. Harsh, got to know
u in the 2nd semester of grade 11 as a fun loving guy and I guess one word
says it all: PAUSE!! Anushka, RAMPU RANDI! Don’t kill me when u see this..
anyways I love u and u will always be my bro! screw chandler! Im on ure list!
Krithika, helped me through a lot of stuff, RESPECT!!! Thankyou! You are a
really good listener and a great friend. Solo, thanks for my Extended Essay,
Tok Essay, Labs, IA’s etc. and I’ll always remember you for the right reasons.
Yamini, the first girl I spoke to in Kodi, and the butterflies - I still have em.
Kari: “and I was like BABY BABY BABY ohhhhh!” Angie! I love you, you’re
the best thing that ever happened to me…I will miss u like crazy, from the
times we spoke for 12 hours in a row, to the days we wrestled each other. It was
AWESOME! Listening to music and walking to flag green in the beginning
of 11th grade and I see these weird dudes… little did I know that they would
become my best friends: Angie, Golchha, Shna, Harsh, Krithika, Yamini,
Anushka, Kari, Solo, Deki, Lakshmi, Sneha and everyone else.

I got millions of memories in kodai both good and bad ones. And out of all these memories it was so hard
choosing which ones to write it down here. The best memories, memories I will never forget in my life…
Jayathang (Narsingh, Neil, Rinzo, AP, Doogie) + Sherwood + LochEnd School house + Dong-gyu’s calf +
LochEnd +Making music videos + KAP with Ap + Arguing with Tushar about Tokyo is better than Osaka +
wrestling with Julian + Going to dish every year to avoid mile run +Halo + the song “Kakku” made by Kilp
and Karan.N + Mr.Thomas taking away my clothes and blanket that I had to sleep in a sleeping bag for a week
+ Cycling having “fun” with Yoesar + Hating Mr.George + Indoor soccer + Sneak + Almost killing an old man
with Bisht + The 3 years with my roommate doogie + 6 months bottle ( all Lochend seniors) + camp + Interventions (Ap & Doogie) + Senior Prev + Strike in 2010 + Secret talk with Vivek + Mr. Thomas + Every single
Day of 12th grade = Kodai
So much more I wanted to write down,
but I realized it’s not necessary to write
all down, because I got allllllll the memories kept safe in my big head, and I will
never forget those memories. I will never Kenji Kakumoto
forget Kodai…
Years at KIS: 6

“Just look on the bright side”
“Don’t look back, don’t regret, times falling out of these
hands”
Gonna miss so much, Jaya, Lochend, Halo, Zombies,
JayaThang, L.E Shorts, Activities, Everyone in the school.
You guys made my Life better .
So yea Peace Out

Dugyel Tobgye
Years at KIS: 4

CLASS OF 2011 <3 …
Anya -A room just won’t make sense without you. Tarini -Normal is overrated. Mythili – My Big/Little sister. Oona - al
ways be psycho AND sophisticated. Shanzeh -I’ll always love our coincidences. Aranka -SCREAMM and bite. Ankush –my
bother for life. Tanveer –laughing and crying at the same time…hence just choking. Nahush –the beard is priceless. Ashish – curls, and bulgari aqua. Varun – Dayumm!. Rinzo -ur a flat nosed angel. Neil – Wall-EEE. Ahilya – Foodie. Cyril –YOU
MALLU…I love you! Chai – if you wanna sing, lemme me put my headphones on =P. Amul – Biology is NOTHING without
the prince. Julian – I’ll show up in a pink saree one day. Joash – I’m glad I took psych, in the land down under. Ravi – Lipgloss and Makeup! Andrew –The thing is, I really am a celebrity. Jean – I’ll stalk you for life. Naina – Z-FORMATION!.
Shweta – Pushpann. Doogie – If all else fails, be a Ninja. AP – Kaboooom! ROWING PEOPLE, Plus Foompy – it was like
magic.
Mum and Babi!!! – I Love You both. Thanks for always being there and believing in me, no matter what.
With Love, Ridi.

Ridi Khan
Years at KIS: 2

I have been here for three years. In these three years, I have learnt a lot and made
many friends. Now, I have come to a point where it has become hard to distinguish between family and friends. Overall, my experience in this school cannot
be put down in words. However, I can only say that I had the best time here in
this school. To all my friends and my teachers who helped and supported me
during my times of need, A big thank you! And love you all.
Sabyasachi Das
Years at KIS: 3

'' Silence is also a part of speech''
Esha Kochhar
Years at KIS: 2

I wish I could write to everyone near and dear, You’ve been a part of me every year, | “Let’s bounce”
over to student lounge, | “Sexy smile” the stupidness of it all, | Llama with maths to configure, | Reminisce a hilarious KISnet profile picture, | “Did you drop tea on your plate…again? ...yea… >.<” …talk
over “The laughter table” | Dance our way to glory with Miss J despite being nervous… | Study chemistry at the “Carbon Dating Service”
“Mauja hi mauja…oops!” on the Alumni Hall stage,
Library memories, while turning a book page (Queen’s guide to Hinglish),
“… we can cross the line, this is our invitation to the party…with FLIckA” ;D

Moksha Kumar
Years at KIS: 4

Jungle Gym memory…“ I don’t think I can come down
Moksha…” | …“Aur Makkhija? Makhija kehke makhi
udathe hain!!! :O” | “Meri toh band baaj gayi aaj” Really??
Dhantatatan dhantatatan XD | ClAv Canteen…UV lightzz…you guys rocked mahn :D | “Arre re re main toh gaya
re off the stage XP” | “ Dear Akka, I know this is a simple
cookie, but I love you! Aww :D!!” | “There’s no one else who
can talk like you”… “You’re so filmy!!!”…”this is so embarrassing” >:D | “Dude, I want the cherry…you can take it
out of a smaller glass y’know…SMART!” and most of all,
“Push your chairs in” at the senior group table in dining
hall :P | So much left to say and people to include …Much
love...<3 :’) you’re on my heart just like a tattoo
P.s: CAN’T TOUCH THIS!!! XD

Senior year was awesome. I don’t think I can possibly sum up my experience till now. I am glad that I was given the opportunity to finish my last
two years of high school at KIS. | Firstly, I would like to thank my family
for supporting me throughout and encouraging me to do well. Without them I don’t think I could have come so far. Secondly, my friends,
starting with a very close one, Shahroze, who has been more than just
a friend, he’s been a brother I never had.Vrusti, a very special person to
me,who taught me so many things and made my time at KIS even more
worthwhile. Julian, Ashish, Narsingh, Ravi, Yoesar, Tanveer, Rinzo, Vora,
Shrey, Kenji, Jamsel, Chai, Doogie,Wenona, Oona, Aranka, Sadi, AP,
Mayin, Ridi, Naina, Varun, Vivek, Chiku, Rahul, Nahush, the Korean
Cartel: Hangil, Se-young, Dong-yu, Seonglo, Heesung, and many more
who I have been lucky to be friends with and was able to learn so many
things from as well. Thank you all, it’s really been a pleasure to know you
guys. I would also like to thank Mr. Babu, “MR.BISWAS”, Mrs. Jesudoss,
and Reggie for being such good mentors and guiding me through KIS.
I also sincerely want to thank KIS for giving me an opportunity to be
around such good people and for teaching me so many things which I
will forever remember. | Lastly, I would like to quote something a good
friend once said “A ticket from NY to Delhi- 700$, A night at the Four
seasons-600$, An Arsenal football game-160$, Years at KIS.....Priceless”

Syed Rezwanul Huq
Years at KIS: 2
Shahroze Husein
Years at KIS: 2

When I joined Kodai in 11th grade, things happened that I had never expected. A typical week consists of: Cold mornings trembling until I stumble
to the lake and jog around it. Rowing seated on the black, glistening water.
Teachers both teaching and joking around. Meeting Ahilya, my love who
manages to solve all my worries. Random songs with Tanveer, and Rezwan.
Chilling in dorm with Julian, Narsingh, Yoesar and Tejas. Cooking dishes
with Ashish. Afterschool at Gymkhana with a snack. “Cart guy” for chinese
food. Canteens on Weekends. Nights spent chilling. It’s these things that
will make me think back of my time in Kodi.
Bartlett East has been my home and some of my best memories and funniest are with the people in dorm and my dormparent Reggie. The friends I
managed to make in school years are some that can’t be easily forgotten. As
I had the best of times and worst of times but in the end things got better
and resulted in fun and everyone being happy. Kodi was the place where I
learnt many things and realized that you got to live everyday fully by having
fun, being happy, and eating canned food. It may be the time to depart and
everyone goes their individual ways but some things can always remain: the
friendships made and the memories formed in Kodi are some that will last a
lifetime.

Shreyansh Jain
Years at KIS: 4

I can’t believe that people are still calling me ‘AP’. I remember in 9th grade
I told everyone to call me Shreyansh, and it lasted for one day. If I ever see
any ‘American Pie’ movies in the future, I may cry due to the memories
made in Kodai. You guys made Kodai amazing |Ashish – I’ll miss all the
breaks where we just sit and listen to music. See you in New York |Narsingh – 10th grade was quite the experience. I’ll never forget it. Thanks
for everything roomie. |Dong-Gyu – You’ve ‘stole’ my heart. I’ll miss you
and your amazing legs |Jamsel – Rock on you amazing guitarist, and I’m
seriously not being sarcastic |Amul – The nicest roommate anyone can
ask for. The greatest trumpeter alive as well |Kenji – Me and You, K A P
together |Neil – Jaya was one of the best experiences of my life, and I’m
sure it wouldn’t be the same without you| ITI,WENONA,ARANKA,SHA
NZEH,ANGSHU,RIDI,DIVIJA,$ABNI$ and the ex’s ---> best girls ever.
Chai – Every time I play that one card game, you will always be the ‘joker’ and
the ‘ghost’ | Varun – “You’ll always be my n***a” | Rinzo – Always try and be
optimistic man…you’ve taught me that. Thanks for being there for me at my
low points | Shrey – My first friend in Kodai. I’ll never forget you and your
beautiful eye(s) | Doogie – The Harold to my Kumar. I’ll never forget the first
time we met and all the times at pause | Ved – Vallah, Vesus, Vudda. Keep in
touch you Vangel| Tushar – WOLFPACK AV and Prava Rai. Most fun experiences in my life, and all thanks to you. | Jin-sol – I’ll never forget our fight in
school house, and that one night ‘Sweet San.. and Mi-S..’ | Julian – You’re the
nicest and most open person I know. I hope you and Rajeev will be friends one
day | Vora – You’re the wisest person I know. I’ll miss you so much Last but
not least, my parents, who I’ll never thank enough for letting me come to
Kodai. And God, never forget God.
“School is like a lollipop. It sucks until it is gone” |
- Love you all.

There aren’t enough words to show how thankful I
am towards God and my family for sticking by my
side, every single day throughout my life here at
KIS.
Class of 2011, I love you all especially those of you
who have been with me since 5th Grade. I am truly
grateful for all the memories that we now share. At
times you may feel lonely, but know that I’m always
there for you guys, even though we may be miles
apart. The class of 2011 will always be united in my
heart.
School’s out, memories past, don’t ever doubt, our
friendships will last
				

Rinzova Renthlei
Years at KIS: 8

Finally…… my high school life has come to an end.
Happy, but also at the same time, nervous to step out to the
world now…

Jinsol Kwon
Years at KIS: 4

Thanks to God, and my parents for giving me opportunity
and support to study abroad.
Also, Thank you everyone for the great memories I had in
KIS.
Laminin, Bruton heroes, another world, Lochend School
House, 93s, Yohaan’s family, grade 12 Koreans, EMOTE and
Save the Children, Dr.Geeta, Mrs.Fernandes (sorry for arguing
all the time), Mrs.Jesudoss, all my ex-dorm parents and music teachers, Mr.Biswas (haha), Physics and Math Class (noisy),
Korean Bible study group, both the Tserings, Track and Field
team, STUDCO/NHS/KAC members, dispensary nurses and
doctor who helped me a lot when I was crippled, awesome
sophomores and freshmen, es Thais, and of course CLASS of
2011! :D (basically everyone…) + Misol Kwon (:P)
LOVE YOU ALL…. Let’s keep in touch
-Jinsol -

Coming to KIS was a blessing and this experience would hold a lot
of memories. I learnt more than I ever did previously, not only about
being a student but also about being a good person. I would like to
thank my friends; they showed me the value of friendship and relationships even when I, sometimes didn’t have any. I would especially
like to thank my family who supported me in the decisions I made
and showed me the meaning of unconditional love. I would like to
thank my teachers and the administration; they showed me that anything is possible if I was willing to work. Finally I would like to thank
God, without whom I would not be in this place.

Yohaan Varghese
Years at KIS: 4

It is hard to believe that I am not going home for vacation and that I will not be coming back
here in 2 months time. Kodai in the past 6 years became such a part of my life, it became
involuntary. Now it is not normal to think that all the things that happen and happened here
will not be happening again. The 6 years of ups and downs, twists and turns, failures and triumphs, all those unforgettable times, they were wonderful, and will remain the most important times of my life, as it is in Kodai that I grew to be who I am, and who I will be.

Arjun Bisht
Years at KIS: 6
As graduation gets ever closer, I look back to the three spent in this
school with mixed emotions. Though I am glad to be graduating and am
looking forward to the future, I know I will miss this place and more importantly the many people who have impacted my life in so many ways
and made my time here memorable. Kodai will always remain a part of
my life and I will never forget the people that I have gotten to know over
my time here (Priv, Laminin, Racquet Ball, Penryn). I am thankful to
God and my parents for giving me this opportunity to be able to study in
a place like Kodai and the enriching experience which has made me the
person I am today.
I'm sure it's hard to be where you are now
Won't say I've been there before
But I'll be at your side in silence
Words are wasted before a broken heart
Where I've failed in the past to be there for you
You'll find this truth comin' through
If there's one thing you can count on

Joash Cornelius
Years at KIS: 3

If there's one thing you can know for sure
If there's one thing you can count on
Things are gonna change, oh yeah
If there's one thing you can count on
Things are gonna change
		
Bryan Duncan, “Things Are Gonna Change”

The shapes cut in darkness the colors cast aside
As sunset shades hillsides
where children’s dreams are identified
I sit and contemplate the day that shapes and shrouds
took my identity away.
Tossed in stares by memories thrown away, it flew
To lands unseen and hopes unknown where one day I
may play
In the moonlit hours as stares trailed with fire guided
my way.
I found who I was in memories long forgot
In a spark like that of two souls, swirling, in a cosmic
balay.
These memories of childrens’ friends and mothers’
love
Of bedtime enchantments and daytime sorrows made
me who I am today.

Mahon Yoder
Years at KIS: 1

Evangeline Keswani
Years at KIS: 3

Firstly, I would like to thank my heavenly father for his plans in my life. How He has brought me here spontaneously and being able to go through it all. At first, I had been counting days of when holidays would start, and
right now, I wish to push back time. I would like to thank my family for believing in me and supporting me
always. Three years at KIS seems so quick that I couldn’t believe it is finally over. Being at KIS has made me face
tough challenges; some days were great whereas some days were upsetting. This place has made me realize some
life lessons like “sometimes it’s the smallest things that makes me happy” such as Amsa tea after school, trips to
Bethania and even sitting at flag green. Also “strength only renews when one doesn’t give up” in everything we
do. Mr Sither, who has been my advisor for three years has taught me that “One hot day doesn’t make a summer;
it has to be hot everyday” and thankfully to him, I have tackled tests and exams. Of course, I wouldn’t forget my
teachers and friends who with such little time, made a huge difference in my life. Graduates of 2010, Love you
guys!
Finally, I wish luck to all 2012 graduates.

Naina Chauhan
Years at KIS: 4

Divija Mohan
Years at KIS: 7

Kodi. I’d say it’s the best thing that has ever happened to me, but
that would be an understatement. It’s been more than amazing. It’s
been life changing. My best Friends & My Sisters, you have changed
me into a person who can love, trust and believe. I love you Shweta,
Jean, iti & Divija! THE HIGHLIGHT: ooobabies, hippo, donkey didi,
mousie, molie, camel, PR, cat, rain and mud puddle baths, fries, Sunday cookouts, oreo’s, OCS, the high house, birthday parties, brownie
cake, church talks, church, surprise birthdays, water-bottle, kung
fu panda, last night, one atom feeling, the opposite of white, the
Californian accent, face packs, the pinki, Sneaking out on earth day,
Earthday stalls, my bloody finger, nutella, flare jeans, 3/4th pants,
hair bands, hoops, 35 scarfs, jokepedia, fieldtrips, zest, takht, poems,
yellow, photo shoots, dodo, roomie, camp, breakfast, ostrich stretch,
monjulika, sleepovers, crawling into jean/shweta/divija’s bed when i
was scared & shweta coming into mine during those Emily rose days,
gossip girl, castle, vamp-diaries, gossip, tibs, new tibs, abby’s, fays,
Punjab, canteens, treats, dish, advisie…and all the bundles and borries of love. I’d also like to say thanks to Sheahan, Mrs. Jesu, J, Mary,
Remi, Vrusti, Sangeetha, Rinte, the class of 2011 and to any1 else I’ve
missed out, thanks for making my time in kodi special. I’d also like
to thank my family, you guys r the best, thanks for understanding
and loving me the way I am. Love all of you guys soo very much.

7 years and a billion memories, it’ll be hard to write all the experiences
down, however, I’ll try my best. Firstly, I’d like to thank the people who
brought me to Kodai school in the first place – Dad,Mom, Sanjay Uncle
and Sangi. Thank you for your constant guidance and support. To the
teachers of Kodai school especially Mr. Munnalall, Mrs. Bala, Mrs. Jesudoss, the Menons and Amareshand their words of wisdom. To all my
previous dorm-parents, you've reared me like your own and for that I'm
grateful. An award for my roommate Naina for tolerating me no matter
what, packing for me countless times and being there. To Jean, for her
constant support and faith, you’ve inspired me. To Shweta, for being the
person who gave me strength when I couldn’t defend myself, and to Iti for
bringing laughter into my life all the time. To Sangeetha for all those late
night discussions, and to Rinte for her endless supply of empathy. To Yohaan and Cyril for being my brothers, and to Kei for being there through
high school. To Angshu, I started this school with you as a roommate and
we ended this school as being so much more; you’re my sister. To all the
kids from Westover dorm 2005-2006.. Finally, to the class of 2011 for being
one of the best classes I’ve seen in KIS history. I once read something that
summed my experience up in a previous eucy write up and that is “ in this
great future, you can’t forget your past” .

Iti Maloney
Years at KIS: “It’s Complicated”

Shweta Chitalia
Years at KIS: 4

So, I’m finally coming to an end to my life here at Kodai. It’s been
a pretty special few years. I have to thank my Mom and Dad for
sending me here in the first place, and especially my Dad, for
understanding how much it meant to me to come back for my
senior year. To the Class of 2011, thank you guys, for not forgetting about me for all those times I’ve left and come back. Going
through orientation three times is quite a pain. My friends here
have been more than what I had asked for, and I love them for it.
Vrusti, we’ve been together since 7th grade, and I’ll never forget all
the stupid things we’ve done since. Shweta, Naina, Jean and Divija,
once upon a time, we all pretty much hated each other, but look
at us now…we’re a pretty awesome group of friends I’d like to call
PR! Weno and Remi, thanks for always being there for me, even if
it meant late night Skype calls from London, or just some advice
over breakfast. Varun..hi. Vora and Amul, Hindi class has been fun
with us old kids. To Julian, AP and the rest of the guys, we didn’t
talk much, but we’ve had some good times together. I’m going to
miss everything here..like crazy, but I guess it’s time to move on.
Bye you guysss!!

Writing this is the weirdest thing ever because I really don't know how to
express in words, especially only 250, what I feel about Kodi. I love Kodai.
In 9th grade, it didn’t feel like 4 years down the line it would be so important to me. But now, with the near end of my time here, I can’t come to
imagine my life without it. I don't know what it’s going to feel like without
waking jean up in the morning after she’s chucked a billion things at me
to shut the alarm. not waiting for divija in the morning before breakfast.
The Invention OCS. The ‘moments’ with Iti. making fun of localls. ‘high’
house. retarded room dances. dorm treats. Solvik. Arjun chucking stones
at my window. Kinderjoys at lunch. English classes with Ms.J. Killing
moths and all weird flying things. Swinging. Stupid ‘battles’ in my head.
Pointless fights with Arjun. Library. Intense slimezone games. SoExs. Nad
pronunciations. Quad. ‘The Chaotic moment’. Predictable birthday surprises. Worrying if Arjun will get expelled cause of a billion stupid things.
.‘Ooo Baby list’. Lockers. Ms.J. Sneak. SouthernTip. KKID. Arjun’s weird
imitations. Naina’s dramatic stuff. Hindi class with Mr.Triv. Mr.Babu’s
stories about his life in Econ. Jesan.vedan.joshan.bhishtan.nainan.jeanan.
divan.ittan.chuttan. YiddlliDosai. Vedans NAADness. Sapad. Abys with
the fat goan joshan. Lalalalala. The train. Wow, I really don’t know what it’s
going to be like when in July I don’t have to come back. Its home & being
away is going to hurt, especially without the best people in the world –
Naina, Jean, Divija, Iti, Arjun – Kodi without u guys wouldn’t be the same.

엄마 아빠
참, 벌써 고등학교를 졸업하네요.
이 학교에서 지낸 지 6년이나 됐네요.
6년동안 인도에 지내면서 많은 것을 배웠어요.
한국에 있었으면 못 배웠던 것들, 몰랐던 것들, 못 만났던 사람들, 등등이 저에겐 완전 보물 같
아요.
다른 문화를 접하면서 많은 일들이 있었고 그 모든 것들이 지금의 저를 만들었어요.
저를 이 먼데까지 보내주시고 끝까지 믿어주신 부모님 정말 감사해요.
절대로 실망시켜드리지 않는 아들이 될게요.
엄마 아빠 진짜 감사하고, 사랑해요.
그 다음엔,, 별로 적을게 없다
Se-Young Kim
코디 그립겠다 6년동안 있었
는데
Years at KIS: 4.5
그래도 뭐 생각은 나겠지만 다
시 돌아오고 싶은 마음은 없다
My life in Kodai was valuable. I learned a lot of things in here.
I will miss my teachers and friends. I just can’t believe I spent
6 years in Kodai. Many things happened during 6 years and
I will never forget them. It was a special experience for me to
think about my future. I had so much fun and they will always
be in my mind. Btw, Seonglo is extremely hot >o<

Dear 코디
내가 벌써 고등학교 졸업을 해야한다는 것이 안믿긴다. 아 코디에 10학년으로 들어온적이 엊그제 같은데 벌써
졸업이라니. 코디에 있는 동안 정말 많은 것을 배웠고, 공부를 어떻게 해야하는 것이고 왜 해야하는 것인지도
깨달은 곳이다. 아마도 졸업하고 나면 그립겠지? 다시 보자.
Dear 친구
아 정말 3년 동안 코디에 지내면서 정들었던 내 친구들아, 내가 너네들보다 나이는 많지만, 3년 동안 지내면서
내가 너네들한테 많이 배워왔다. 고맙다. 언제 다시 볼지는 모르겠지만, 그 시간까진 안녕~
Dear부모님
제가 코디에 오기 까지 정말 많은 일이 있었죠. 근데 그 많은 일들을 겪으면서 저한생각을 해요. 부모님이 만약
나에게 기대를 하시는 게 없었다면. 글쎄요, 제가 꿈이 뭔지도 모를거고 그리고 공부에 중요성을 깨닫지 못했겠
죠?
코디에 보내주신거 정말 감사드리고, 사랑해요
Dear상기타
내가 여기에다가 써도 넌 못알아 보겠지? 아마 한국인들 밖에 알아보지 못할거야. 음.. 우리가 사귄지도 꾀 됐고,
사귀는 동안 정말 많은 일들이 있었지? 가끔은 서로 울면서 싸운적도 있고, 가끔은 바보 서로 바보 같이 웃은적
도 있고. 이제 우리는 졸업을 앞두고 있고, 음 잘하면 같은 학교를 가겠구나. 대학교에서도 서로 최선을 다한다
면 글쎄, 어떤 좋은 결과가 있지 않을까? 가끔은 니가 바보같고 어린아이 같아도 언제나 니가 좋다. 사랑해 안
녕!

“Whenever I’m caught between two evils, I take the one I’ve never tried” –Mae West.
C: SeongLo, HanGil, SeYoung, DongGyu, DongYub, EunHye, Mun, SooHyun, Class of 2011Oona, Shanzeh, Anya, Ridi, Sharoze, Rezwan, Diggi ,Priv Team (Young Taek, Ameer, Tsering,
JinSol, Joash, Sheahan( Jonathan), Dohyun, Bisht, BUFF, JongWook) Ridi, Tarini, Myths, Tanveer ,Lochend School House,(Julian, Amul, Rinzo, Neil, Kenji ,Tushar, Fama) ,Jiyeon, ByungChan,
Haeju, Bohye, Bartlett West-Mr.& Mrs. McLeod and all my WEST BUDDIES, RHYS, PI, HARSH,
VASU,NAHUSH AND ALL 11TH & 10TH GRADERS, you guys I’m going to miss you all so much
and finally I’m graduating :) BYE BYE KODIKANAL INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL!
어머니 아버지께
항상 보살펴주시고 어떻게 해서든 도와주시고 무엇보다도 인도 KIS에 보내주셔서 많은 친구들도
사귀고 많은 것들을 배우게 된 기회를 주신 부모님 감사드려요. 항상 감사하고 사랑해요♥

HeeSung Kim
Years at KIS: 3.5

Life in Kodai has been so great and brought lots of fun to me. My teachers and
friends will always be in my mind, especially the KOREAN dudes Hee Sung, Han Gil,
Jong Wook, Se Young, Dong Gyu, Dong Yub, and Jin Sol. Days passed so quickly and
there was always full of laughter with them. Btw, Se Young is as hot as I am :P 엄마,
아빠 저에게 이런 좋은 학교에 올 수 있는 기회를 주셔서 감사합니다 사랑해요. 영로형
파이팅!
				

–Seong Lo Lee-

Dong Yub Kim
Years at KIS: 4
THANK YOU ALL FOR THE MEMORIES. KEEP IN TOUCH TILL I DIE (If
you wish, send me some massages to
heaven even after I’m dead) XD
Just because I didn’t mention all of your
names don’t get any negative ideas eh :p
I’ll REMEMBER ALL OF YOU, EACH
AND SINGLE ONE OF YOU :)
Sisters.

Sheahan Devadoss
Years at KIS: 14

Bro for life Jonathan Sheahan Daniel Devadoss.
If it wasn’t you I wouldn’t be graduating in KIS :p plus who I am
right now THANK YOU SOOOO MUCH and LOVE YOU
Members of potato: Andrew G., Buff B. P., Se Young K., Jinsol
K., Bro.
Our excitement out of boring school life, thanks to you all :p
maybe someday again in some other place XD
LAMININ BAND: Jean M., Jin sol K., Joash C., Bro.
Best guitarist, drummer, pianist, and vocalist in my life. No others can’t be compared with you guys. It was my honor to play
with you guys, I hope I didn’t suck too bad for you all :p
I want to write all of my friends’ names but it will fill up the
whole page… which I am not given… so…
LOVE YOU ALL. FOREVER
All the memories of class of 2011 and my kodi school life. All
who have taken part in them.
Mun: Work hard in 12th grade and I’m always available if you
need me :)
C: Have fun in life XD don’t be so bored all the time and no troubles alright?
Haeju: Keep it up and hopefully I’ll be waiting in Korean university :p unless you go to US or something.

14 years have just become a blur now! It’s crazy to think it’s over! :(
To everyone who left our class earlier, wish you could’ve been with us!
To all my friends, and the Class of 2011…You guys all added something
special to my school life. I love you all and hope we meet again.
To AAM… We aren’t “Above Average Mallads”… We’re above AWESOME!
:)
To my Potato bros… Words can’t really describe the experience. Hope we
Potato again :)
To Deng, Andrew, Buff, Joash, and Jin Sol: The greatest friends … From
the stupid things we did, to the crazy awesome things; I’ll never forget
them… You’ve taken the fall for my mistakes, and have supported, comforted, stood beside, protected and gave me strength. You guys believed in
me, when no one else did and made me a better person… Love you guys!
To Laminin… I’m lucky to have met and been in a band with the most
amazing musicians. You guys are not only friends, but Family.
To Dadda, Mumma, and Dilu… You guys are the BESTEST FAMILY
EVER!! I love you! Thanks for everything!! :)
Most of all I want to thank God for blessing me with this school and the
most amazing friends and family. You’ve given me strength to carry on
even when I was on the verge of giving up. Thank you, Jesus!!! :)
XXD

Jamsel Gyaltshen
Years at KIS: 8

The time has come for us to go into a world, a world so familiar yet so
vastly different. We undergo emotions poles apart, yet share one thing
in common; our legacy.
Apa and Mama, I can’t imagine all the trouble I’ve caused you and all
the things you’ve had to put up with because of me, but you stuck with
me for all these years and have helped me get through this experience
through good times and bad, I can’t muster up enough ways to show
my appreciation, love ya’ll. To my friends…you guys suck man…jokes.
WAZZAAAPPP!! With ought ya’ll, my life here would be like something that came out of Tushar’s bed or Julian’s locker. Live your days
like they were your last and remember; Everything tastes like chicken
in the end...and chicken…tastes goooood. To the BU-TAN-CLAN,
keep making Ema-Datsi, and remember us when you do, anyway
you’ll be seeing us during the breaks si. To Ritsen, life is like a box of
chocolates…you never know what you’re going to get, so just enjoy
that box of chocolates. And lastly, *ahem* To Jamsel…What you’ve
done with your life is…truly astounding…(sigh)…that’ll do Jam…
That’ll do.

KIS, haha well where to start? I have been here for 9 years, and by the end you just don’t know what to say.
I really would like to thank everyone in this school, and every single teacher who taught me at kis. But
that again is not possible, so I am going to narrow it down to few special people who changed my life and
helped me live through my life at KIS.
|Narsingh, you set me straight when I was wrong, never gave up on me, always helped me when I needed
one…Thank you |Amul, you always used your logic to help me with my emotional problem, we always
laughed at the wrong things, but you made my life that way…Thank you |Julian, you always sat next to me
and listened to every single thing that bothered me, and you never laughed at my problems. We danced
together, we lived together, and played basketball together…Thank you |Rinzova, you never made fun of
me or contradicted my idea, you were always with me on the same page, and accepted me the way I was…
Thank you |Jamsel, You made me laugh like no one ever did, Made stupid joke, went fishing, and brought
me back to life when I was feeling down…Thank you
|Kilp, you always knew what to say, never looked down on me. You always
Tushar Kim
stood by me as a friend and helped me out…thank you |Mom, Dad..and also
Years at KIS: 8
my brother, I entered this place as a kid who did not know how to appreciate.
I am still a kid, I still complain, I still have endless desires and I make stupid
choices. But the fact is, I now notice your love, and the way you supported me
at the back when I wasn’t there in Japan. I really really thank you all, and I hope
you understand how much I love you all. |Also Kei, Hikaru, Emi, Sachi, Madoka, Shreyansh, Shrey, Vora, Kenji, Bonny, ved, yohaan and All other people….
THANK YOU |Life, you never know where you end up, but I want to keep smiling and hope for the best…cause you only got this one shot…Everyone, thank
you, thank you and thank you again, Love you all dont cry because it’s over
smile because it happened.

11th grade 2nd semester when I left TISB, it dint matter if I was going to some heavy-duty school or some place
in ghatkopar(no offence to the villagers)! All I wanted was to get out of there…..and then I land up on this hill…
unaware of all the excitement this place had to offer! Yes, I’ve too cribbed about petty things that dint go my
way..but now when its time to leave…all I need is a time machine to rewind every moment spent on this hill! I
could probably write an EE on all I want to say…but..ill just sum it up with some messages… | Moksha-my JNS
buddy!Thank you for everything! | Mishmash- Booya! ill miss making popcorn and being your DJ every morning! | Vana- someday…il get better kataque points than you do! | Sheesha- the little perv bro! (jking) ill miss
being in econ class! Shiat! | Abhi- golcha wish your girlfriend was hot like me! ;)| Sonya- any more portfolios?? :P
| Chris,Angie,Nushkie,Yamini,Harsh,Chiku bhaiya,Lakshmi,Sneha,Pawanda/Angel-ill miss youl! | Shanzeh- it’s a
pity I only got to know you at the end of 12th grade…but I must say….youre a sweetheart! I really wish we could
get to know each other a little more! Keep in touch | 9.Shwet and Mayin! Best Hindi class! | The GYARADOS!
Ridi,Mythili, Mish! YOU LOOK WEIRD! Weekends wont be the same anymore |
Atmeek/atu/bimari ki dukaan/tension ki dukaan/cartoon/lou/superstar- (your last cuz the best things are always kept for the end
;p) you’re THE BEST thing that’s ever happened to me! Seriously!
Im soooo glad to have found and known you…you have no idea!
My best friend, mentor, support, entertainer, everything! I love
you! Kodi would have been crap without you!:*

Tanvi Aggarwal
Years at KIS: 1.5

I guess that’s about it..
Ill miss you Class of 2011!
-Love Tanvi/Tan/Tanu/Tanno/
Everything else I cant mention
in public ;)

Pratichi Mishra
Years at KIS: 2

Booya!!
The two years in Kodi have been the most memorable of my life.
Tanvi, Moksha – I’ve had some of my best moments with you two, thank you for making dorm that much more
fun! Krithika – freak! I’m going to miss stealing food from you! This is where the ‘journey’ ends… Krishna,
Chris, Lakshmi, Pawanda – French Class…NEVER AGAIN! We are done with that crap! Harsh – for every
time you attacked me with ketchup, I shall have my revenge Yamini – I’m going to miss travelling with you!
And we should visit each other atleast once! Sneha – you will always be the best roommate ever… I hope you
will someday find M.F. Hussain the cat. Abhi – I never needed to know the population density of Nepal, or
India, or China, but thanks for telling me (I think) And GROWL club will always be better than scowl club.
Atmeek – The garlic chicken, the bread omlette and the pathetically awesome jokes! Richa – Tippex and Panadol  Haha, we still never finished watching Inglourious Basterds together… Mythili, Ridi (and Tanvi) – YOU
LOOK LIKE RETARD!! I’m going to miss rowing with you guys so much! Jazba, Noor – enjoy senior year,
make the most of it! Sonya (and Moksha)– Viva Africa! No place like it!
I’m going to miss all of you!! Stay in touch.
Or I’ll hunt you down…

My time in KIS has been a great one, with many memories, new friends and a whole new way of life in general.
I tend to think of life as a journey, and each place that we go to gives us something that helps us on that journey. I have been to a lot of places
in my life, but none has had quite the same experience as I have had here at KIS. KIS is more than a wayside stop for me, I remember well the
various excursions that were hilarious, enjoyable and fun.
Although my time here is short, I have had an unforgettable experience. Though I am quite reserved and shy, I have made some good friends
here. Friends that have helped and guided me through difficult times, friends who have stood up for me and not given up on me; of course
some friendships went horribly wrong, I have learnt to accept my mistakes and move on. And I have made a lot of mistakes, and done things
that I have regretted, but nevertheless being accepted is one of the best feelings ever.Here at KIS, I have grown a lot, not only academically but
socially and emotionally as well. I remember best Sabyasachi Das and his crazy and often randomly lame sense of humour. I remember all
those times playing pool in lounge, and laughing and listening to loud music.
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lounge, and laughing and listening to loud music. d I have also enjoyed the whole KIS community, with
its hotch-potch of quirky and often amusing teachers. Every class had a different atmosphere, each teacher
had their own way of making me smile. Each student acted differently in different classes. This has all contributed to an enjoyable experience at KIS. I hope that in the future we will carry on part of this experience
and take it wherever we go, so we may show the world the Class of 2011 experience. me through difficult
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Joshua Solomon
Years at KIS: 2

Tarini Srinivasan
Years at KIS: 2
After only two years at Kodi I feel like I’ve been here for a lifetime. In two years I have made friends
that I am NEVER going to forget. Ridi, Myths, Anya, Shanzeh. You guys have been there for me,
through EVERYTHING since day one. Especially Ridi and Myths, my most favourite people;
EMOTE, Aby’s, Tibs, Vrijen – the puppy, of course, randomly belting out songs. Anya, Ridi, Juno....I
don’t think I’ve ever had that much fun chasing a rat, and I really don’t think I ever will. Juno; best
roommate EVER. I’ve had so much fun with you, and we have been through SO MUCH, even
though it’s just been one semester. There’s just so much more I could write about so many people
here who have made my time here so much more amazing, but if I did that, I could write pages. I
just can’t believe how fast these two years have gone by, and I’m glad that I have each and every one
of you in my life, making my time here just that much more memorable.

Ravi Teja
Years at KIS: 2

I have been here for two years but I take away with me memories that will
last a lifetime. There are a few people and moments that I’d like to mention.
Firstly the Bombay football team that won the Jamnabhai Tournament.
That group of players will remain one of the very best I’ve played with.
Then the 2011 team. I have the hope that by the time we are reading this we
are reigning Kodi Open champions. As you can see sport has always meant
a lot to me and organizing the indoor league was one of the most important parts of my time in Kodi. For that I thank Mama for allowing me to
experiment with the league. Sport wasn’t the only thing that made my time
here memorable. There were some special memories such as Mrs. Menon’s
English classes and all the people that were a part of it. The original Geo
class with Mr. Dixit was something fun. Staying in penryn was fun, for that
I want to thank Mrs. and Mr.B for indulging my odd requests to watch
football at all the random times. And Mr. john who took over towards the
end of my time here. Bisht: football games were fun, even though I slept
through most of them. Buff, Josh, Sheahan, Dongyub: Racquetball and
other random stuff was what it was with you guys. Kamte, Devayu: Dorm
was only always complete with you guys around. Vora: endless football
discussions, playing football, Ooty, Bombay nights etc were all little things I
will remember. There are many more things and many more people I would
like to remember but I hope I get to do that with the people personally......
cont.
Good Luck CLASS OF 2011
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